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Management Summary

TIlis report is meant for people currently involved in the development of ATM switches or the Available
Bit Rate (ABR) Service in general, people concerned with signalling, management or policing of new
services in B-ISDN, people involved in the future services of B-ISDN, and people in general interested
in ATM and its recent developments.

The Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) has been chosen as the target transfer mode for B-ISDN,
since it offers a flexible transfer capability common to all services. However, the existing guaranteed
ATM bearer services do not cover efficiently the bursty and unpredictable bandwidth need common to
Local Area Networks (LAN), in which the first commercial ATM-products are to be expected.

That is why the new ABR service is being specified by the ATM Forum and standardiSed by the lTV.
These standards are expected to be available in April 1996.

TIlis report describes the mechanisms underlying the ABR Service as discussed in the ATM Forum.
These mechanisms are evaluated and the preferred one is simulated. The results of these simulations
show that the available link capacity is fully utilised using particular circumstances. Moreover, the
amount of buffers required is minimised resulting in small delays. It is expected that other
circumstances provide for less utilisation of the available link capacity and for more delays.

Above that, a relevant switch parameter is appended, several recommendations are summarised
concerning the dimensioning of the used parameters, and a particular, mutual dependence of several
parameters is suggested.

A general explanation of the new ABR service follows. The ABR service is capable of notifying sources
to reduce sending rate if the network requires so in case of congestion by means of a feedback
mechanism. Only in case of congestion, sources are requested to reduce rate. Thus, ABR seems to be a
more charming service than the existing fully guaranteed services, while the sources can take fully
advantage of the bandwidth constantly available in the network. Applications using ABR are not delay
sensitive and a low cell loss is guaranteed.

ABR is a promising service. Besides potential support of already commercial LAN interconnect services
and usage of ABR in LAN-environments, it seems that the interest in the ABR service could be
enormous. This is strengthened by the explosive growth of data communications in companies.
ABR could also be an efficient and cheap service in the Internet, as an ATM network. In particular,
private users are willing to wait a little longer in exchange for a service which will be cheaper. From
this point of view, ATM could be made more interesting for the private user in the longer term.

This report does not reflect or contain any policy, position or specific point ofview of the Royal PIT
Nederland N. V.



Technical Summary

This report describes the evaluation and simulation of the Available Bit Rate (ABR) Bearer Service in
an Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) Network.

Constant Bit Rate (CBR) and Variable Bit Rate (VBR) are services with specified cell loss, cell delay,
and cell delay variance and are services meant for real-time or delay-critical applications. These services
can be used for data-applications. However, it is expected to obtain a low efficiency using these
services, because of the bursty and unpredictable character of e.g. the existing router-based LAN-to
LAN traffic.

Thus, a new type of service is needed, which is capable of signalling sources to reduce rate if the
network requires so in case of congestion. The ATM Forum has recognised the need for such a service
and is defining a service that better handles the bursty and unpredictable nature of LAN-traffic. The
ABR service is designed to provide such a service. Applications using ABR do not have a specified
delay, but low (zero) cell loss is guaranteed.

The investigation of the ABR service could be of interest to PTf Telecom, because many questions with
respect to the ABR service have to be answered.
Two important question, which need to be answered are: which flow control mechanism to provide the
ABR Service needs to be preferred and which fairness mechanism needs to be favoured?

After an intensive comparison of the different flow control schemes to support the ABR Service in an
ATM network, the Rate Based flow control mechanism is preferred. lbis mechanism is also proposed
by the ATM Forum.
Besides that, fairness schemes are studied. One fairness-mechanism is appended to the existing methods
and one fairness-mechanism is preferred based on an evaluation of the different fairness methods.

Till now, the investigations to the Rate Based flow control mechanism did not result in a fully specified
world standard. Because of this deficiency, a lot of assumptions are formulated concerning the switch
behaviour. These can be divided in general and implementation ones, which are outlined thoroughly in
this report. An extensive switch algorithm is presented (Appendix 4: Extended switch algorithm) and a
confined algorithm is implemented, which can be made up by means of the additions summarised in
section 9. Conclusions & Recommendations.

The simulations have been performed using the Block Oriented Network Simulator (BONeS) as a
simulation-tool. The extensive summary of all simulations are appended and the main targets of the
simulations are explained. After this the implementation has been made. This is a first step to a
complete simulation-model of the total ABR service, inclusive policing function, etceteras.

The outcome of the simulations could also be of importance to the PIT Telecom, because of the impact
on the installed based, and especially which congestion avoidance scheme needs to be favoured based
on which arguments.

The Explicit Rate (ER) method is favoured compared with the Congestion Indication (CI) method. ER
provides for a very stable queue behaviour. This clears the way to define a low queue-threshold,
resulting in low delays and still achieving the most efficient backbone utilisation. Contrarily, CI acts
very instable, resulting in a high queue-threshold and a very poor backbone utilisation. Based on this,
the Explicit Forward Congestion Identification (EFCI)-mechanism is not recommended, because of the
Forward Congestion Notification principle, resulting in larger delays and queues and the stepwise
decrease/increase, resulting in slower response in case of congestion and less stable behaviour.

Furthermore, the influence of the value of several important parameters, as defined for ABR, is proved.
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1. Illtroductioll

1. Introduction

The developments of ATM have considerably accelerated last year. One of the areas of interest is the
new Available Bit Rate (ABR) Bearer Service, which is an extension to the service classification at the
ATM layer. The main reason for the introduction of this service is, that it can be better identified with
the bursty bandwidth demands of data-applications. In other words, this service is capable of increasing
the allocated bandwidth if the application demands so, unless the network orders the source to decrease
rate in case of congestion.

ABR is an new service class, added to the existing Constant Bit Rate (CBR) and Variable Bit Rate
(VBR) service classes, meant for services which are very sensitive to loss, but can tolerate variations in
delay. ABR connections are flexible with regard to the usage of capacity between a guaranteed
Minimum Cell Rate (MCR) and a Peak Cell Rate (peR).

This new service adds significantly to the overall complexity of ATM, because a flow control
mechanism is required that signals the sources to slow down when necessary. Thus complexity is added
to the network, resulting in more complex and thus more expensive switches. Critics fear for new
complexity when another new bearer service would appear. TIlis fear is not legitimate, because now the
complete service definition at the ATM Layer seems to fit perfectly to the existing and future
applications, varying from real time video conferencing to critical data exchange.

An important issue is to minimise the overall complexity of the mechanism underlying the ABR service.
Above that a relevant issue is to achieve a better network efficiency when using ABR. By means of
ABR, the possibility of filling the link to nearby 100% is created, because of the possible usage of the
unused reserved (CBR and VBR) and the unused non-reserved bandwidth of a link. TIlis seems to be
feasible, since no delay requirements have to be met. However, the delays should be minimised. Another
relevant topic is the zero cell loss requirement, which imposes stringent demands on the congestion
avoidance functionality.

In order to judge these summarised and other issues more intensively, a thorough research of the
underlying flow control mechanism to support the ABR service has to be accomplished.

This research shows several possible flow control mechanisms, summarising their abilities, advantages
and disadvantages.

To get a better feeling for the checked off problem-fields, the preferred Rate Based mechanism, using
backward congestion indications, has been simulated.

1.1. Problem definition and purpose

In this project, several stages can be distinguished. These are all part of the main target, which is the
recommendation of a good flow control mechanism, which supports the demands for the new ABR
service properly. A summary of the subsequent phases in this research are:

1. Study to the three main flow control mechanisms, their functionality, their advantages and
disadvantages, the assistance by different companies, and the support by the several standardisation
institutes.

3
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2. Benchmark of the three flow control mechanisms. Analyse which scheme has convincing advantages
over the other schemes and why.

3. Find a good simulation-tool, which fits best to the criteria for simulating the chosen flow control
scheme for the ABR service in an ATM network.

4. Implement the ABR service and simulate for different network and traffic configurations, and for
different parameter values. Make the assumptions and trade offs comprehensible and acceptable.

5. Present and analyse these simulation-results. Are the results as expected?

6. Come to conclusions and recommendations about the functionality of the flow control mechanism to
support the ABR service.

1.2. Report outline

1bis report describes the quest for a solution to the problem as outlined previously. It is summarised as
follows.

Chapter 2. ATM and Available Bit Rate Service introduces the reader in the characteristics of the
different services as defined for an ATM network and specifically the features of the ABR bearer
service. Also is stated which applications fit best to the different ATM services.

After this introductory chapter, chapter 3. Flow control mechanisms for providing ABR is devoted to
the different flow control mechanisms, which are capable to support the demands concerning the ABR
service. These are the Credit Based, the Rate Based and the Enhanced Credit Based mechanism.

Chapter 4. Evaluation ofmechanisms provides for an extensive evaluation of the different flow control
mechanisms, based on several criteria as defined by the A1M Forum. Ultimately, the Rate Based
method is preferred based on complexity, amount of buffers required, tariffing, the partly backward
compatibility with existing installed base and the preference of the ATM Forum.

The A1M Forum only writes specifications for the source behaviour and the destination behaviour.
However to simulate the Rate Based mechanism, it is required to specify the switch mechanism too.
1bis also means that a specific fairness mechanism needs to be applied.
That is why the chapter 5. Fairness concepts is included. The presented fairness concepts are added to
the Traffic Management Sub Working Group document of the ATM Forum [AF()l3R6] as an annex.
Which concept is implemented by a particular Telecom Operator is for his own choice. To complete the
list of fairness concepts, one concept is added to the already defined ones. Finally, an evaluation is
achieved and one fairness concept is favoured, based on some relevant criteria.

Chapter 6. Introduction to simulations serves as preamble to the simulations. This chapter presents
several aspects. In the first place, the objectives of the simulations are presented. Secondly, the flow
control mechanism is introduced, starting with the Forum's definitions. Then, the possible switch
implementations are explained and the backward method is favoured for the implementation. Finally,
several network and traffic models are presented, leading to the accurate definition of the simulations.

Chapter 7. Simulations describes the simulation environment, the used parameters, and the assumptions
and implementation-choices made.
Chapter 8. Expectations & Results provides for an extensive overview of the expectations and the
results of the simulations.

This research to the ABR service is concluded with several conclusions and a list of recommendations.
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2. ATM and Available Bit Rate Service

2.1. Introduction

The development of ATM has been accelerated during the past years. One reason for this is the
establishment of the ATM Forum, which is described in section 2.2. Tile ATM Forum. A reason for the
inclusion of the ATM Forum in this report, is that the ATM Forum has been an important information
provider during the length of this research to the ABR service. In section 2.3. Service Classes, the ABR
service is positioned against the 'existing' services, the CBR, VBR, and UBR services. Finally the
characteristics of the ABR service are recapitulated in section 2.4. The ABR service.

For a more extensive description of some general ATM-developments refer to [VrLi93] and [VrBI94].

2.2. The ATM Forum

The ATM Forum is an international non-profit organisation with the objective of accelerating the use of
ATM products and services through a rapid convergence of interoperability specifications. In addition,
the Forum promotes industry co-operation and awareness.

Since its formation in 1991, the ATM Forum has generated very strong interest within the
communications industry. Currently, the ATM Forum consists of over 500 member companies (from
the telecommunications and the computer world, like Microsoft, Apple, and Intel), and it remains open
to any organisation that is interested in accelerating the availability of ATM-based solutions. The Royal
PIT Nederland is principal member with the right to vote.

The ATM Forum consists of a world-wide Technical Committee, three Marketing Committees for
North America, Europe and Asia-Pacific as well as the Enterprise Network Roundtable, through which
ATM end-users participate.

The ATM Forum Technical Committee works with other standards bodies, such as ANSI and ITU-T.
They select appropriate standards, resolve differences among standards, and recommend new
specifications when existing ones are absent or inappropriate.

The Technical Committee was created as one, single world-wide committee in order to promote a single
set of specifications. These have to ensure interoperability between all vendors as ATM products and
services become available.

The Technical Committee consists of several working groups, which investigate different areas of ATM
technology. The Committees have produced three documents to date and is currently working on
technical specifications in several other key areas such as Traffic Management, Signalling, Physical
Interfaces, Network Management, Service Aspects and Applications, LAN Emulation, and Testing.

The Traffic Management SUb-Working Group (TM-SWG) is very important for the research to and
discussions about the ABR service. Generally, this group deals with the different service classes that
will be provided over ATM networks. The ABR service can guarantee zero cell loss, but makes no
assumptions about the cell delay. Consequently, the ABR service can efficiently be used for data
applications.
The specifications for the ABR service are expected for the end of 1995.
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2.3. Service Classes
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In order to achieve a widespread acceptance and endless use of B-ISDN, a number of applications
standards have to be established. A way to prevent an uncontrolled growth of service offering is· the
definition and standardisation of service classes. This is done at the ATM Layer. Differing applications
will generate different types of traffic. For some applications the important factor is a low end-to-end
delay, like speech-traffic. Other traffic, like computer-data have zero cell loss as the major demand,
whereas delay is a less important factor. This also demands for differing service classes.

It is possible and necessary to support these different service classes in an ATM-network. In this way it
is possible to provide different types of applications at the same time. In the future networks the
following service classes will be supported [BlBeBu94):
• Constant Bit Rate (CBR)
• Variable Bit Rate (VBR)
• Available Bit Rate (ABR)
• Unspecified Bit Rate (UBR)

The CBR service class is mainly intended for real-time applications. These require a timing relation,
also a tightly constrained Delay and Delay Variation, and with a specified cell loss. Examples are voice
and video applications. This service class also demands a fixed and appointed bandwidth, which is
guaranteed by the network provider. Cells which are delayed beyond the Cell Transmission Delay
(ClD) value are assumed to be of significantly less value to the application.

VBR traffic includes two subclasses: VBR real-time (VBR-R1) and VBR non-real-time (VBR-NR1).
VBR-RT imposes fairly tight bounds on cell delay and can be used to transmit information in real-time
applications able to tolerate smaIl amounts of cell delay variation, such as video generated by a
variable-rate codec or aggregated voice traffic with silence removal. VBR-NRT, on the other hand,
imposes less stringent limits on cell delay. It is designed specifically for transmission of short, bursty
data messages, such as those encountered in transaction processing.
Compared with CBR service, VBR requires more complex negotiations between the application and the
network. In addition to peak rates, VBR connections are subject to another negotiated cap: the Sustained
Cell Rate (SCR), the average throughput rate the application is permitted. Also must VBR connections
set a limit on how long they can transmit at the PCR. If this limit, called the Burst Tolerance (BT), is
exceeded, a period of lower activity must follow to meet the SCR.

VBR services may support statistical multiplexing of real-time sources, or may provide a consistently
guaranteed Quality of Service (QoS).

Also, the video and voice traffic-classes have stringent delay and jitter requirements, which can only be
guaranteed through bandwidth reservation. In contrast, other kinds of traffic, are not delay sensitive, but
should be loss-free and are highly bursty and unpredictable. If part of the link capacity is reserved for
some connections having delay constraints, the non reserved part is aVailable for the other connections.
In addition, as the reserved traffic may not be fully using the bandwidth it required, especially if peak
rate allocation is performed, the unused reserved bandwidth could also be made available for the other
connections. Figure 1 shows the different parts of the link capacity.

Using only guaranteed traffic, like CBR and VBR, the maximum throughput suitable for ATM will be
less than 100% since cell loss could be excessive due to limited buffering [Vr92]. Actually, in certain
circumstances 70% throughput seems to be the maximum achievable [IIDe90].

Therefore services, called the ABR and UBR services, are advocated where sources can grab as much
bandwidth as they can from both the Non Reserved and the Unused Reserved Bandwidth.
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Figure 1: Bandwidth usage in a connection

The UBR service class is intended for delay-tolerant or non real-time applications, such as traditional
computer communications. Sources are expected to transmit non-eontinuous bursts of cells. UBR
service supports a high degree of statistical multiplexing among sources. UBR service includes no
notion of a per-ve allocated bandwidth resource. Transport of cells is not necessary guaranteed by flow
control mechanisms. An equivalent for the UBR service is the best effort service be assumed.

ABR is an ATM Layer service where the limiting ATM Layer transfer characteristics provided by the
network may change subsequent to connection establishment. It is expected that a user that adapts its
traffic to the changing ATM Layer transfer characteristics will experience a low cell loss Ratio. Cell
delay variation is not controlled in this service. ABR service is not intended to S1lpport real-time
applications, but more traditional data-communications.

These described services are classified according to a number of basic parameters. These parameters
and the relation to the service classes at the ATM Layer are summarised in Table 1 [Bu95].

Table 1: Service Classification

CBR VBR (real time) VBR (non real time) ABR I UBR
Cell Loss Ratio specified I unspecified
CTD&CDV specified only mean CTO specified unspecified
PCR&CDTV specified
SCR& BT n/a specified nfa
Minimum Cell Rate n/a specified I n/a
FlowfCona. control no ves I no
AAL-type 1 2 3145
Example Circuit VBRVideo Connection Oriented data transfer

Emulation

Taking an observation at the ATM Adaptation Layer (AAL) leads to the Table 2, which shows the
UBR-service, for example, as a connectionless service at the AAL.

Table 2: Service characterisation at the AAL

CSR I VBR (real time) I VBR (non real time) I ABR I UBR
Connection mode Connection Oriented I Connectionless
Timing sensitivitv Sensitive I Insensitive

ATM seems to be exploited in the LAN-world first. Most LAN users live in a world of apparently
infinite bandwidth, but one in which there is no assurance that an'individual application can get any
specific amount of that bandwidth at any given time, and based on a "first come, first serve" principle.
Most LAN traffic is neither eBR nor VBR. UBR is not an acceptable solution either, because of the
deficient guarantees using this UBR service. It seems that the ABR service fits better to critical data
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applications and fits also better to the data applications which require more reliability, because of the
possibility to reserve bandwidth (MCR), and the delays can be acceptable.

That is why, in this report, the ABR service has become the main objective of the research.

2.4. The ABR service

CBR and VBR are services with specified cell loss, cell delay and cell delay variance and are services
meant for real-time or delay-critical applications. However the data communication world traditionally
is used to shared-medium, with bursty data traffic, no Quality-of-Service contract, and without the need
for a real-time service; devices insert as much traffic as they please and, excluding congestion, the
network protocol transports it. As network load increases, delay increases, but packets are still
delivered. As a result, network managers responsible for these applications have three options, when
using CBR or VBR and unpredictable traffic:
• They can pay for additional bandwidth that may remain unused.
• They can try to manage transmission bursts carefully.
• They can exceed the traffic contract and sacrifice quality of service guarantees, with the

consequence of possible cell loss.

However a better efficiency is achieved when bandwidth is exchanged for cell delay. In this way the cell
delay is not guaranteed. The ATM Forum has recognised this need and is defining a service that better
handles the bursty and unpredictable nature of the existing router-based LAN-to-LAN traffic, which is
sensitive to cell loss, but not very sensitive to cell delay.
Therefore, a service with low cell loss guarantees, but with unspecified cell delay will be useful. The
ABR service is designed to provide such a service. It is an ATM Layer bearer service (which is visible
in Table I), where the limiting ATM layer characteristics provided by the network may change
following cOlUlection establishment. It is expected that a user, adapting its traffic to the changing
transfer characteristics will experience a low cell loss ratio. The service supplies the user with a fair
share of the available bandwidth, but guarantees no specific throughput (the delay is not controlled and
is not specified). Obviously, ABR is not intended to support real-time applications.

Another reason for defining the ABR service is to support the broad base of applications in use on LAN
intemetworks. ABR is important to the migration of using ATM in desktop-to-desktop communications, .
because it has the potential to support the characteristics of LAN communications.

Cell loss can also be reduced by provision of retransmission by higher layer protocols (e.g. TCP), but in
this way the throughput could be very low.

The ATM Forum's ABR service definition needs to be responsive to LAN intemetworking applications,
most of which are very sensitive to data loss. The newer generations of ATM products should be
enabled to support ABR, while being fully transparent to first-generation products.

As a matter of fact, if the bandwidth allocation algorithm regarding the reserved traffic, provides a very
generous allocation, the unused reserved bandwidth will not be wasted, but rather used by the ABR
service. Refer to Figure 2.
In addition, the ABR service must not affect the reserved traffic, and it should be fair, treating similar
sources in a similar way, independently of their location in the network. The ABR-mechanism should
also be simple to implement, and protect the network against misbehaving sources.
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LAN for
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FEP = Front End Processor
OC3 = Optical Carrier 3

Figure 2: Enlarging the backbone utilisation using ABR

A hop-by-hop Credit Based, an end-to-end Rate Based and an Enhanced Credit Based scheme will be
studied, all supporting the different requirements concerning the ABR service, which allow the network
to throUle the ABR traffic at the access point when congestion occurs. These mechanisms will be
presented in section 3. Flow control mechanisms/or providing ABR.

Summarising, the Available Bit Rate is an ATM Layer bearer service, which is currently standardised
by the lTV (1371] according to the specifications of the ATM Forum, and contains the following
characteristics:
• Low (or zero) cell loss.
• No delay guarantee.
• Guaranteed Minimum Cell Rate (MCR).
• A varying amount of bandwidth is allocated fairly to every active Virtual Channel (VC) based on

the available bandwidth in the network to a maximum of the Peak Cell Rate (PCR).

The most recent developments and the most recent status of specifications concerning the ABR Service
can be found in the Baseline Text of the ATM Forum [AFOI3R6]. The most recent developments
concerning standardisation of the ABR Service can be found in [1371].
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3. Flow control mechanisms for providing ABR

3.1. Introduction

nus section analyses the mechanisms included in the ATM Forum's congestion management proposals
based on their ability to support ABR and suggests a methodology for determining what is needed to
support the ABR service: Focus on the underlying mechanisms (Rate Based, Credit Based, and
Enhanced Credit Based mechanisms) of the proposals and evaluate them one by one. nus last part is
done in section 4. Evaluation ofmechanisms.

In section 3.2. Adaptive Credit Allocation for Flow controlled VCs, the Credit Based mechanism is
presented. nus Row controlled Virtual Channel (FCVC) scheme is based on a hop-by-hop Credit
Update and originates from Ascom Timeplex, Digital Equipment, Fore Systems, Harvard University,
Northern Telecom and Standard Microsystems.

In section 3.3. Closed-loop Rate Based Traffic Management, the Rate Based mechanism is presented.
TIlis Rate Based scheme is based on an end-ta-end rate control, which means that both the switch and
the destination can change the source-rate with EFCI-marking or ER-marking using the Resource
Management Cells (RM-cells). The idea is supported by National Institute of Standards and
Technology, AT&T, Network Equipment Technologies, Stratacom, Bell Atlantic, BellSouth, Hughes
Network Systems and many others.

In section 3.4. Enhanced Credit Based Congestion Notification, the Enhanced Credit Based scheme is
presented. nus scheme is based on a per-link Credit Update, and an end-ta-end per-VC Congestion
Notification. This proposal originates from the University ofCaIifornia.

In Figure 3 the used terminology is explained Two VCs are illustrated from one source, via a switch, to
two different destinations. Beware of the difference in terminology between connection and link, as is
illustrated in Figure 3.

A= upstream node downstream node MMH1M

VC1

VC2

Adapter

Figure 3: Tenninology

:~!IIIIII
Node = network element (e.g. switch)
Link = coupling from 2 nodes, e.g. from source to node A
Connection =concatenation of links from source to destination (VC1)
End-to-end =from source (endpoint) to destination (endpoint)
Hop-by-hop =from node to node
Per-VC =VC oriented (e.g. VC1)
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In case of an ABR-connection from source to destinatio1l the dataflow has to be flow controlled to
avoid congestion. There are several ways to achieve Aow Control, which all differ for the three
mentioned Aow Control mechanisms.

To classify these mechanisms, four characteristics will be exhibited:
I. Length of the feedback loop: the feedback loop may be closed at every network hop (hop-by-hop)

or only at the traffic source (end-to-end). An optional feedback loop is via an intermediate node, see
the dotted line in Figure 3.

2. Type offeedback Information: There are three basic types of feedback information:
• Binary notification: the feedback is referred to as binary because the new rate is determined

by whether or not a notification is present, rather than by any information contained within
the notification itself.

• Explicit rate: each network node performs an ongoing calculation for each connection to
determine what a fair share of the bandwidth through the node should be. The source
periodically sends a control cell containing an initial rate value. The value in the cell can be
updated if the node's current rate is less than the cell-value.

• Explicit burst: the number of cells a transmitter can send is limited by a specified burst size.
The burst size represents the number of "credits" available to the transmitter at a particular
point in time.

3. Granularity offeedback: the granularity of the feedback may be aggregate or per-connection.
4. Granularity of buffering: the granularity of the buffer management also can be aggregated or per

connection.

When the data flows from source to destination in Figure 3, then node A is the upstream node and the
destination is downstream node.

3.2. Adaptive Credit Allocation for Flow controlled VCs

3.2.1. Abstract

The Aow Controlled Virtual Channel (FCVC) scheme operates at a hop-by-hop basis, which means the
Credit-Update occurs every hop. It relies on explicit burst feedback, but can also use explicit rate
feedback to control its transmission rate. The scheme provides per-VC (not aggregate) feedback, and it
allows per-VC (not aggregate) buffering.

Disadvantages of this method is that the complexity will increase reasonably and has to provide for per
VC buffers, which results in a large amount of buffers required for a robust functioning.

This summary about the FCVC is composed of the contributions [AF282] and [AFI68].

3.2.2. Basic concepts

In this scheme at each node the allocation of credit buffers (between flow controlled VCs sharing the
same switch memory) can adapt dynamically to reflect their actual bandwidth usages. The method can
quickly adapt to load and congestion changes, and makes efficiently use of available memory in a
Switch.
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Feve generally works as follows. Before forwarding any data-cell over the link, the sender needs to
receive credits for the VC via credit cells sent by the receiver. At various times, the receiver sends credit
cells to the sender indicating availability of buffer space for receiving data-cells of the ve. After having
received credits, the sender is eligible to forward some number of data-eells of the ve to the receiver
according to the received credit infonnation. Each time the sender forwards a data-cell of a VC, it
decrements its current credit balance for the VC by one. Refer to Figure 4 for a representation of this
Credit-Update protocol. In this figure the following variables are used:

Credit balance: The amount of credits available to this node. This means the amount of cells,
which may be forwarded by this node.

Upstream node.
Downstream node.
Credit cells: The cells transmitted from downstream to upstream node to update the upstream

credit balance.
Credit update: The amount of credits forwarded in case the downstream node has send N2 cells

to its downstream node.
N2 : The amount of cells, which has to be transmitted before a credit update is allowed.
N3: The amount of cells related to the round trip delay time of the downstream and upstream node.
Credit check: Contains control information for the downstream node.

The credit cell contains credit information ('credit update') reflecting available buffer space at the
receiver for the Vc. Upon receiving the credit information, the sender updates its new credit balance for
the VC.

Upstream Node Downstream Node

---~-----+
Credit Cells

Figure 4: Link-by-link Credit Based update protocol

The buffer for the ve at the receiver is assumed to have N2+N3 cells. The N2 value being the amount
of cells forwarded to the next node by the downstream node. The N3 value is chosen to be just large

enough to avoid data and credit underflow, so that the control mechanism allows the VC to sustain its
peak bandwidth. This is guaranteed because the N3 value is associated to the round trip delay time,
which is exactly the delay for the credit update (which equals N2) to be transmitted by the downstream

'lOde and to be used by the upstream node.
In this scheme, which is called the N23 scheme, the new credit balance will be the number of additional
data-cells that the sender can forward without the risk of overflowing the buffer corresponding to the
ve at the downstream node. Actually flow control is accomplished on each link of a connection. When
all hops participate, end-to-end flow control appears. The credit cell exists in two forms:
• The credit update indicates to the upstream node the sequence number of the data-cell that was

most recently forwarded by the downstream node on the ve. It is used to calculate the credit
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balance. lbis cell is licensed to be sent after at least a number of N2 cells are forwarded by the

downstream node. See Figure 4. The N2 value is a design or engineering choice.

• The credit check indicates to the downstream node the sequence number of the data-cell that was
most recently forwarded by the upstream node. If no data is lost, then the value 'flow arrived at
upstream node' in the credit cell equals 'flow arrived at the downstream node'. The purpose of this
check is to allow the counters in the downstream node to recover from data loss on the link.

When an inactive VC has new data to transmit, the VC will initialise again. lbis means that in the
upstream node the credit balance is allocated and that an initialisation complete message is forwarded
to the downstream node. In case of VCs, which are heavy-traffic users, the first allocation will be very
low. The just active VC can now demand more credits step-by-step.

Now the following definitions apply:

Blink = Total bandwidth in link.

RTTlink = Round trip delay time for the specified link.

Bvc = Total bandwidth in VC.

Cell_Size = Size of a cell.

N3 = RTTlink x Bvc I Cell_Size.

Allocated Credit = Allocated bandwidth x RTflink' Is the size of the credit buffer currently

allocated at the receiver for this YC.

Operating Credit =

Used Credit =

Operating bandwidth x RTflink' lbis is the size of the credit buffer required

to sustain the current bandwidth realised by the VC.

Size of credit buffer currently occupied by data-cells in the receiver.

To take a closer look at the memory and buffer usage in this scheme, the following definitions with
respect to Figure 5 have to be made:
• The size of 'the pie' (total circle) in Figure 5 corresponds to the size of the shared memory. To

ensure high link utilisation, we assume that the pie size is some small multiple of RTTlink x Blink'

• Each partition of the pie corresponds to the allocated credit for a VC (Figure Sa).
• The shaded area in each partition (Figure 5b) represents the operating credit and their relative ratios

(1 :2:2) of the corresponding YC.

Figure 5 describes how credit allocation adapts to actual bandwidth usages of individual YCs. Figure 5a
depicts the original credit allocation between the three VCs. Figure 5b shows the operating credits
(shaded regions) of the ves and their relative ratios. Figure 5c shows a new credit allocation which is
consistent to the relative operating credits or bandwidths of the VCs.

A key idea of the adaptive scheme described above is its use of relative bandwidth usages in
determining new credit allocation. Relative bandwidth usages can be easily obtained by counting cell
departures for individual YCs over some Measurement Time Interval (MTI =RTf in number of cell
cycles).
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x = identifier to indicate the relative ratios,
p =ratio of the sum of the operating credits over the total allocated credits.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5: Adaptation ofcredit allocation

Suppose the link is not being utilised at a high degree, i.e. p is substantially less than I. Then it is
desirable that a VC will ramp up its bandwidth quickly as soon as this increase becomes possible. The
VC will have an allocated credit, which is much larger than the operating credit for the past MTI and
thus have a large headroom for sustaining a much increased bandwidth in the current MTI.
Table 3 illustrates that a VC can indeed ramp up its bandwidth quickly. In this example, three VCs
sharing the same memory in the receiver, with the link bandwidth = 100 Mbps (= total allocated
bandwidth). The bandwidth VC I and VC2 will be kept constant. The bandwidth of VC3 grows rapidly
from the initial 2 Mbps to 96.87 Mbps in only four MTIs.

By using a large pie (larger than the receiver's real memory) the adaptive scheme will be able to ramp
up individual VCs at an increased speed, however there will be some risk of memory overflow now.

Table 3: The adaptive scheme allows fast increase of VC3's operating bandwidth

MTI VC1 VC2 VC3
Operating Allocated Operating Allocated Operating Allocated
Bandwidth Bandwidth Bandwidth Bandwidth Bandwidth Bandwidth

1st MTI 1 20 2 40 2 40
2nd MTI 1 2.32 2 4.65 80 93.02
3rd MTI 1 1.04 2 2.08 93.02 96.87
4th MTI 1 1 2 2 96.87 97

3.2.3. Adaptive CUP

The Credit Update Protocol (CUP) will automatically adjust the N j value for a VC to reflect its actual

bandwidth usage at a given time. Using this scheme a VC will automatically decrease its Nj value, if

the VC does not have sufficient data to forward or is back-pressured because of downstream congestion.
The freed up buffer space will automatically be assigned to other VCs which have data to forward and
are not congested. The N3 of a single VC is updated periodically. An adaptive algorithm computes a

target N3 for a VC as a fraction of the total Nj (for all the VCs at the receiver) proportional to the VC's

fraction of exit traffic on the link. The value is limited to a minimum and a maximum value to prevent
N3 going to zero for inactive VCs, and to prevent any VC from exceeding a limit.
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3.2.4. Concluding remarks
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The adaptive Credit Based mechanism is a hop-by-hop based flow control approach. Per-VC buffer
allocation is used along with credit update cells, which are sent periodically. Sources can only send
cells in case buffers are free at the downstream node, in this way zero cell loss can be guaranteed.
Inactive VCs can automatically yield their unused buffers to other active ones.
A fair bandwidth-division can be easily achieved by distributing the available credits by the active VCs
at every node.

The adaptive credit allocation scheme described offers a strong indication that ATM networks can
effectively provide true ABR services.

3.3. Closed-loop Rate Based Traffic Management

3.3.1. Abstract

The Rate Based, closed-loop traffic control mechanism uses end-t<rend feedback. No explicit burst
infonnation is provided. It accommodates both binary notification and explicit rate. The feedback is per
connection and the granularity of buffering is aggregate.

A disadvantage of this scheme is, because of the end-to-end rate adaptation, fairness can probably not
be accomplished instantaneous. However fairness can be attained over a longer timescale.

This section is composed of the ATM Forum contributions [AF438], [AF38I], [AnI I], [AF735Rl],
and [AF013R4].

3.3.2. EFCI-switch

In this scheme the source perfonns traffic dynamic shaping based on feedback it receives from the
network. One possible algorithm to achieve an end-to-end feedback is the Proportional Rate Control
Algorithm (PRCA). lbis algorithm is based on a positive feedback rate control paradigm. Here the
source only increases its sending rate for a connection when given a positive indication to do so and, in
absence of such a positive indication, continually decreases its sending rate proportional to its current
rate.

A Minimum Cell Rate (MCR) and a Peak Cell Rate (PCR) must be agreed upon at connection set-up.
The Initial Cell Rate (lCR), Additive Increase Rate (AIR), Rate Decrease Factor (RDF) and number of
Resource Management Cells (RM-cells) (=Nnn) sent, are established by the network at connection set
up. The Current Cell Rate (CCR) of the sending source is limited by the Allowed Cell Rate (ACR),
which is limited in case of congestion in the network and is increased in absence of congestion. These
tenns will return later in this section.

If the MCR is non-zero, than it is assumed that resources are reserved in network nodes to ensure that
the feedback never causes the ACR to faIl below the MeR, and that the Cell Loss Ratio (CLR)
guarantee is met; thus Connection Admission Control (CAe) is provided in the network. Local policy' in
network nodes contributes to fairness and isolation, with the objective of meeting the negotiated CLR
for those connections which obey the source behaviour. The Rate Based mechanism:
1. Defines the ATM source and Destination End System behaviours.
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2. Defines the means by which congestion infonnation is forwarded towards the destination and
returned towards the source.

The PRCA mechanism described here makes use of both forward and backward RM-cells. For each
connection, the Source End System generates one forward RM-cell for every Nnn data-cells, and each
of these RM-cells is returned by the Destination End System, creating a backward flow of RM-cells, to
close the feedback loop. Two key infonnation elements in each RM-cell are:
DIR Direction of the RM-cell (forward or backward).
CI Congestion Indication (0= no congestion, 1= congestion).

The complete overview of the fields and their positions in RM-cells can be found in Appendix 1: Fields
and positions in RM-cells.

The RM-cells generated by the source and then returned by the destination represent opportunities for
rate increase for this connection. Connections start at the ICR. ICR is defined in the range of MCR to
PCR. When a connection is idle (e.g. MCR=O), the Allowed Cell Rate (ACR) is decreased to ICR, and
if it is below ICR, its ACR remains the same value.

To ensure backward compatibility with existing ATM switches that provide simple Explicit Forward
Congestion Identification (EFCI) marking of cells, the feedback mechanism makes use of the EFCI state
carried in the Payload Type Identification (PTl) field to convey congestion infonnation in the forward
direction. Forward RM-cells are generated by the source with CI=O, and a backward RM-cell with
CI=O received at the source for a given connection allows the connection to increase rate. An RM-cell
with CI=O is changed to CI=1 by the destination if the last received data-cell has EFCI=l. It also can be
changed by an intermediate network to CI=1 in the backward RM-cell if congestion is experienced by
that network in the forward direction.

This is made clear in Figure 6. It is visible, that the congested switch marks the forward travelling data
cells with EFCI=1 for VCl. This is called Forward Congestion Notification. The destination receiving
EFCI=1 for a particular VC will return this Congestion Indication (by setting the CI=1 in the backward
RM-cell) to the corresponding source. This is shown in Figure 6 for VCI.
Specifically, the source sends all data-cells with "EFCI=O" (indicating congestion not experienced).
Intermediate networks experiencing congestion may choose to signal congestion towards the Destination
End System by changing the state ofeach cell to "EFCI=1" (indicating congestion experienced).

Source Destination

• RM-eellVC1
1m RM-cellVC2
o Data-cell

Figure 6: EFCI-based switch
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In addition, an intennediate network can close the feedback loop for a previous upstream "EFCI~nly"

network by resetting EFCI=O for all forward cells and setting CI=1 in the backward RM-cells whenever
the last received forward data-cell had EFCI=1. This is called Backward Congestion Notification (This
is shown for VC2 inFigure 6).

The Destination End System uses RM-cells (PTI encoding bllO) in the backward direction of the
connection to close the feedback loop to the Source End System.

3.3.3. ER-switch

The enllancements in the Enhanced PRCA (EPRCA) mean enhancement in relation to the old PRCA
algorithm. As follows:
1. It provides a means to explicitly set the source's rate of a particular connection.
2. It signals the current cell rate for the connection for use by intermediate networks.
Two additional information elements in each RM-cell are defined for this purpose:
ER Explicit Rate, initially set to PCR, and possibly modified downward by intermediate networks

along the path,
CCR Current Cell Rate in effect when a forward RM-cell is generated by the source.

The ER element is used to explicitly force the ACR at the source to the smaller of the current ACR
value and that specified by ER. ER is set to PCR when an RM-cell is generated at the source, and as the
RM-cellloops through the network, intermediate networks are allowed to reduce its value. This may be
used by intermediate networks with small buffers to drive a connection rate lower to quickly response
to, for example, a large number of idle connections sharing a link becoming active within a short time.

In Figure 7 the switch behaviour is modelled for the CI-marking and the ER-marking. Using two
thresholds in each buffer could be adequate. When Threshold I (TIl I) is reached the switch will set the
CI-bit to indicate an advancing congestion. As soon as the number of cells in the buffer drops below
Threshold I (TIlI) the switch should terminate the CI=I marking. In case of an amount of Threshold 2
(TH2) cells in the buffer an immediate, large decrease is needed This can be accomplished with the ER
set to a lower rate value.

TH2

Number
CI-marking

of cells \in buffer

TH1

Figure 7: ER- and EFCI-marking in a switch

The CI- or the ER-marking can be in the forward direction as well as in the backward direction.
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When the sow'ce tenninal receives Congestion Indication (CI=l) the rate will be multiplicative
decreased. lbis means a decrease with the RDF. In case of a positive feedback (CI=O) the rate will be
additive increased with an amount of Additive Increase Rate (AIR).

Using the enhanced mechanism, one may achieve an end-te-end closed-loop rate control.

There are several options in the ER-based method. One important possibility in the EPRCA-protocol is
the "intelligent cell marking" method. The connection CCR value in each RM-cell is not modified by
intennediate networks. During congestion periods, some connections with a high CCR will be signalled
to reduce rate by means of setting the CI, while others whose current CCR is low, may be allowed to
increase ratc (CI=O). In addition ER may be used to explicitly drive the rate lower on selective
connections whose CCR value indicates that it is receiving an unfair share of the link. resources.

3.3.4. Concluding remarks

A switch queuing point shall implement EFCI-based and/or ER-based behaviour but they will not be
used simultaneously. The interoperability will not be specified in the ATM-Forum. However it is
already clear that the ER-switches achieve a better performance, because of the explicit rate reduction in
case of heavy congestion, in opposite to the EFCI-switchcs, which can only reduce rate step by step.
The behaviour is defined as follows:
1. EFCI-based:

• The switch queuing point shall set the EFCI bit to indicate congestion.
• The switch queuing point may optionally set CI=1 in the backward RM-cell to ensure the

source does not increase rate.
2. ER-Based:

• A switch queuing point reduces ER of an RM-cell to indicate its congestion level.
• The switch queuing point may optionally set CI=l (to ensure the source does not increase

rate) in addition to modifying the ER field in the backward RM-cell to a lower value.

It is stressed that more recent definitions of the Rate-Based Flow Control mechanism can be found in
[AF013R6].

MCR and PCR must be agreed upon at connection set-up. The ICR, AIR, RDF and Nnn are
established by the network at connection set-up.
End-to-end flow control is accomplished on a per connection basis. The rate is only increased when a
positive feedback is arrived The rate is decreased if a negative feedback is received or the backward
RM-cell is lost by, for example, a network failure.
The positive feedback mechanism provides for robust operation in environments where the reliability
and timeliness of the feedback is of concern.
Overall, EPRCA provides an excellent means to achieve end-to-end closed-loop Flow Control to
support the ABR services in ATM networks.
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3.4. Enhanced Credit Based Congestion Notification

3.4.1. Abstract

I"terl/al Report

The Enhanced Credit Based Congestion Notification (ECCN) mechanism [AF450J integrates the ideas
of both Rate Based and Credit Based schemes. lbis means the length of the feedback loop is both hop
by-hop and end-to-end. The Credit-Update is hop-by-hop and the congestion notification is end-to-end
per-VC.
It also provides for explicit burst, in case of the Credit Update, and binary notification or explicit rate,
in case of the per-VC congestion notification.
The granularity of feedback is aggregate in case of the Credit Based part of the scheme, and is per-VC
for the per-link congestion notification. Finally the granularity of buffering is aggregate in the network
nodes and could be per-connection in the End Systems, because of the per-connection congestion
notification.

3.4.2. Basic Concepts

The Enhanced Credit Based Congestion Notification (ECCN) mechanism provides a solution which
exhibits the advantages of both approaches.
In the Rate Based scheme the immediate fairness is not assured. With the per-VC link-by-link flow
control approach, there is an increase in hardware complexity, while this scheme requires per-VC
buffering at the switches.
The ECCN scheme is an end-te-end per-VC Congestion Notification protocol implemented in parallel
with a link-by-link Credit Based flow control algorithm, which overcomes the disadvantages of both
schemes. The design of the ECCN scheme is based on the fundamental principle of separating the
mechanism of rate control per-VC and the mechanism of congestion avoidance in the network.
Effective congestion avoidance is achieved by a link-by-link credit based flow control algorithm,
without the need of per-VC buffering at the switches. ECCN employs an end-to-end per-VC congestion
notification protocol to regulate the transmission rate of each VC. ECCN also incorporates a simple
mechanism at each switch to provide fairness of services among multiple sources.

3.4.2.1. link-by-UIlk Credit Based algorithm in ECCN

The link-by-link Credit Based algorithm is illustrated in Figure 8. Nu and Nd are two nodes connected

by a physical link. Suppose Nu transmits data-cells to Nd' The following applies for Figure 8:

• Sl: a downstream node (Nd) forwards a credit cell to its upstream node (Nu) after forwarding Sl
cells from the corresponding input port of the downstream node.

• S2: the maximum number of cells that can be transmitted in a round-trip time between two adjacent

nodes.
• Fd: the number of data-cells that have been forwarded by Nd'

• Fu: the number of data-cells that have been forwarded by Nu.

Nu initially has a credit balance (Sl + Sv for link L. Nu decrements its link credit balance, denoted as

credits in Figure 8, by one after forwarding each data-cell to Nd if its link credits reaches zero. After

Nd forwards S1 data-cells from its input port to its next hop, Nd sends a credit cell containing the
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number Fd to Nu. Upon the receipt of a credit cell from Nd' Nu sets its new credits to (Sl + S2 + Fd 

Fu ) cells.

Credit Cells

Figure 8: Link-by-link Credit Based update protocol in ECCN

3.4.2.2. End-to-End Rate Based Flow COIltrol Protocol in ECCN

Forward congestion notification can be generated at switches by marking the data-cells of congested
Yes. Upon the receipt of the first marked data-cell, a Destination End System sends a backward
congestion notification cell to the corresponding Source End System. The Source End System will slow
down its sending rate by a factor after receiving a backward congestion notification cell. Consider for
example that the link between two switches in Figure 9 is congested because of the heavy load
demanded by VC2. To solve the congestion created by VC2, the scheme will have the switch mark the
data-cells of VC2 to slow down VC2, but not the data-cells of VCl. The sending host of VC2 receives
backward congestion notification cells, and then the transmission rate of VC2 will be slowed down.
Since no congestion notification cell is received, VC1 does not slow down its sending speed.

Backward
Congestion
Notification

Figure 9: End-to-End Rate Based flow control protocol in ECCN

3.4.2.3. Mechanism to Provide faimess in ECCN

A switch constantly monitors the sending rate of each VC by counting the number of cells transmitted in
some fixed time interval. If an output port of a switch is fully utilised, the switch will compute the fair
sending rate of each VC that uses the output port. The switch can then mark the data-cells of one or
more VCs with maximum unfair sending rates.
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3.4.3. Concluding Remarks

I"lemlll Reporl

The ECCN mechanism integrates the ideas of Credit Based and Rate Based flow control. 1bis is
accomplished in the following way:
The CrediCUpdate is hop-by-hop per-Link and the Congestion Notification takes place end-to-end per
YC. Per-VC buffering is not required and fairness can be assured, while the bandwidth is hop-by-hop
allocated and per-YC.
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4. Evaluation of mechanisms

4.1. Introduction

TIlis section describes the evaluation of the in section 3. Flow control mechanisms for providing ABR
presented flow control mechanisms. The leading question for this section is, which scheme fits the best
to the specifications for the ABR service?

The evaluation is based on a number of criteria, which are summarised in section 4.2. Criteria. The
extensive description per mechanism can be found in sections 4.3,4.4 and 4.5. Finally in the concluding
section 4.6. Concluding Remarks the disadvantages and advantages are weighted and one mechanism is
suggested as the "best" flow control methodology. TIlis mechanism serves as basis for the simulations
of the ABR service in a later stage.

It is stressed thal this evaluation is based on the old specifications of the ATM Forum [AFOI3R4], thus
this section can contain little deficiencies compared with the mosl recent specifications [AF013R6].

4.2. Criteria

The three ABR service mechanisms will be evaluated against the following criteria. These crileria are
more extensively described in [comI3-R-16e] and [AF394). These are the generally adopted crileria for
evaluation of flow control mechanisms by the ATM-Forum.

I. Time scale invariance: The feedback mechanism should not have any intrinsic time scales. The
mechanism should scale with network and server rates.

• Is scaleable to:
-distance
-speed
-number of users and number of nodes

• Accommodates the link speeds, delays and number of nodes in the targeted reference
configuration.

2. Fairness: No set of circuits should be arbitrarily discriminated against and no set of circuits
should be arbitrarily favoured, although resources may be allocated to a defined policy.

• Fair sharing of the available bandwidth across the users.
• ABR should nOl degrade CBR!VBR traffic in case of congestion for example.

3. Robustness: The network should not have to depend on correct implementation of the user's
hardware or software. Heterogeneity of control algorithms will not cause disruptions of services
for other users.

• Isolation of a misbehaving user from the other users.
• Robustness in response to minor parameter changes.
• No congestion collapse in the network in the presence of ABR service.

4. Stability: The calculations of the control loop should actually converge to steady state.
5. Service Model Agreement:

• Utilisation of the available bandwidth.
• Delay of the received cells (Round Trip Time).
• Definition of an inter-operation strategy with ATM equipment developed against earlier

requirements.
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6. ImplementabiIity: The degree of complexit)', cost effectiveness a1/d flexible implememation
strategies.

• Ease of implementation and reproduction.
• Ease of understanding,
• Amount ofextra complexity by the generation of control information.
• Aexible choice of switch architecture.
• Aexible choice of resource allocation strategies.
• Minimisation of primary buffering size.

The three presented mechanisms will be analysed with respect to the above criteria. Per mechanism, a
list with Open Issues to be resolved will be included.

4.3. Credit Based

1. Time Scale [llvariance: Two properties of the mechanism specifically support time scale
invariance: the length of the feedback-loop, which is link-by-link, and the buffer allocation feedback
information itself. A link-by-link mechanism ensures that the buffer sharing policy is a function of
only those network links that are local to any network element. Each network element has reserved
local, per-VC some amount of buffering. As a result the scheme allows scaling with network sizes.
On the contrary, this mechanism seems to have difficulties with the support in WAN-environments,
because of the large links-lengths. Consequently time scale illvariance can not be fully concluded.

2. Fairness: The fairness is assured hop-by-hop. lbis means that the available credits can be divided
evenly among all the active VCs on a hop-by-hop basis.

3. Robustness: FCVC avoids not only congestion collapse but all congestion loss while maintaining
near 1()()% link utilisation. Because of the per-connection accounting and buffering granularity, this
mechanism isolates the effects of misbehaving sources. Because the mechanism provides buffer
allocation information in the feedback loop, the traffic destination can control the source's traffic
and discard the traffic that exceeds the allocation. The mechanism is robust against corruption. Lost
or corrupted control cells could cause a temporary decrease in bandwidth that is isolated to the
affected VCs; this means, when a cell is not received at the source no credit update takes place.
There is no further harm, because by the successful delivery of the next cell this corruption or loss
is again corrected.
Because the FCVC buffer accounting is per-VC, setting a limit on the maximum buffer for a VC
isolates the effects of misbehaving sources.

4. Stability: A VC cannot send more than what can be buffered by the downstream node(s). This limit
bounds the amplitude of any oscillations and therefore the system is completely stable.

5. Service Model Agreement: Since the buffering system in the FCVC proposal separates the data into
individual per-VC flows, there is no delay in the overall system that can be attributed to the
buffering of data in the network. All link level delays are due to the congestion of network
resources: specifically the buffers.
Suppose a non flow controlled network has an average delay of x, then the average delay is
expected to be no more than 2x for the Adaptive Credit Based flow Control mechanism. Suppose
also that a statically flow controlled (N3 is constant) has a need of y cells memory, then the
adaptive scheme only needs O.5y memory. Is the flow not controlled at all, then the memory usage is
»y. For detailed information refer to [AF282]. In other words, Credit Based reduces the used
memory at the cost ofdelay, which is not guaranteed for the ABR service.

6. lmplemenrability: In the adaptive allocation approach the link round-trip-bandwidth can be large.
Now, a memory-reduction possibility is to divide the available buffer memory (adaptive Credit
Based), with the disadvantage of increased control complexity. Since the maximum amount of
traffic arriving at a receiver is bounded by the link rate, the buffer can be shared by any number of
active VCs using that link.
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However, the required buffering for a WAN-network seems to be a real problem. In a Credit Based
flow control scheme, the End Systems can transmit only when there is sufficient buffer space on the
network to accommodate the transmission. Because WANs by their very nature cover large
geographic areas, any transmission traversing a WAN link incurs sizeable propagation delays. In a
high-speed WAN network this propagation delay will be larger than queuing delay. Also, because
propagation delay is sizeable, buffer queues fill up more quickly than the network can accommodate
the traffic. The buffer sizes required to support a hop-by-hop credit scheme would simply be
impractical. A public carrier providing ATM services must deploy high-speed switches with a large
number of access ports. Implementing per-VC queuing on these large switches would be
unacceptably expensive [RaNe95].
A realistic measure for the switch complexity is the total number of memory references, which is
defined as the number of reads and writes of a counter, required to execute the various traffic
management mechanisms, for each cell processed by the Output Cell Processor (OCP). Appendix 2:
Complexity of mechanisms gives some insight in the amount of counters needed for the Credit
Based method. To convert these references to memory accesses per second, a FCVC would require
about 12.8 million references per second. On the contrary, the end-to-end Rate Based mechanism
requires only 750.000 references per second (This means 2 references per cell multiplied with a cell
rate of 350.000 cells/s). Refer to [AF593] for a detailed description.

Advantages:
• The user or the system need not to specify the credit buffer size, since it can be derived

automatically. This eases the use and implementation of ABR services.
• Idle or inactive VCs can automatically yield their unused buffer space to other active ones using the

adaptive method. The total buffer size required by the flow controlled VCs at the node can thus be
minimised.

• Traffic requiring large peak bandwidths but with low average bandwidth can use network resources
efficiently, because with the mentioned, adaptive scheme fast rate-adaptation is possible.

• Fairness can be assured easily on a hop-by-hop basis dividing the available credits fairly by all
active users.

Disadvantages
• The switch complexity seems considerably larger for the Credit Based scheme then for the Rate

Based method. This can also be made comprehensible by reminding that Credit Based needs for
example a per-VC credit balance, Entry Count. Exit Count, Receive COUIlt, and per-port Count, as
explained in Appendix 2: Complexity ofmechanisms.

• The credit buffers could be very large if the RIT is large, resulting in unacceptably expensive
queuing [RaNe95]. Expensive by the amount of buffers required and by means of the
corresponding, increasing delays.

• N3 is the credit-buffer based on the Round Trip Delay Time. In the Adaptive Credit Based
mechanism the value of this credit-buffer is automatically decreased in case of congestion, if this
VC does not have sufficient data to forward. This means the need for a algoritlun which monitors
the value ofN3 and eventually attaches the value of N3 to other VCs. Thus more complexity.

• In case of the Adaptive Flow Control mechanism, by using a pie larger than the real memory there
will be some risk of memory overflow and thus cell loss.

• According to [Data94] and [RaNe95] the Credit Based mechanism can drive up the price of the
switches but also accurate billing looks to be a problem. Most public carriers felt it would be much
easier to perfonn billing when the rate was adjusted explicitly by the network. Carriers need to
provision VCs, to tariff connections, and to police their networks according to the rate at which
information is being sent Billing for services will require significantly more planning and
administration if a Credit Based scheme is implemented in a WAN environment.
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Open Issues
• The accounting and billing mechanism that fits well for the Credit Based scheme.
• What about the coexistence with the CBRlVBR-traffic sources?
• Is the CreditB~ method really impractical and too slow in WAN~environments? Is there a limit

on the network-scale. in relation to the required buffersize?
• The impact of misbehaving sources is a necessary topic.
• Investigation of global fairness is necessary or how is end-to-end fairness obtained?
• Does it support the A1M LAN emulation defined by the LAN Emulation SWG?
• Multicast support?
• Delay-throughput trade offs?
• Study to the responsiveness to transient traffic.
• What is known about the Service Model Agreement, e.g. a definition of an inter~peration strategy

with A1M equipment developed against earlier requirements?
• What are the exact requirements on the buffer sizes to assure fairness, robustness and stability?
• Does the increased complexity, which is contained at the lowest level of the network, solve the set of

problems for all upper level protocols?

4.4. Rate Based

1. Time scale invariallce: The Rate Based mechanism accommodates a wide range of link speeds,
propagation delays and network elements. It seems like there is no need for any global information
about the actual distance between source and terminal and there is no intrinsic dependence of timers.
Rate feedback information controls the rate of a source on the basis of available bandwidth in the
network. regardless of peak rate. When the networks is in a near-congested state, the sources will
adapt their rates. The result is that this mechanism seems independently of network-size or server
rates.

2. Fairness: The mechanism communicates the policy decision from the decision point back to all
involved traffic sources. In section 5. Fairness concepts is discussed that the Rate Based
mechanism can support a range of fairness policies. Several relevant fairness concepts are at this
time added to the Baseline Text produced by the Traffic Management Study Workgroup of the
A1M Forum [AF013R4]. This means that the implementation decision will not be standardised, and
that the decision which fairness-concept to implement will be left as a choice to the operators.

3. Robustness: Because of the per-connection rate adaptation, this mechanism isolates the effects of
misbehaving sources. If a source does not response to the network control by attempting to send
excess traffic into the network, the network can discard the excess traffic. The resources of other
connections will not be affected by the misbehaving traffic source. Further, the mechanism is robust
against the corruption or loss of data or control cells; when control information is corrupted or lost,
the source decreases its rate immediately. Any effect of a corrupted or lost control cell will
disappear after the successful delivery of the next control cell (=RM-cell).
The explicit-rate (ER) is a possibility to indicate the bottleneck rate in the network. With this option
the source-rate can be accommodated directly, also without stepwise decrease, to the desired rate.
Furthermore, its robust design prevents congestion collapse under a variety of failure conditions
[AF438].

4. Stability: the Rate Based mechanism allows for a stable control loop. Step changes to offered load
or bandwidth available to the ABR service will result in redistribution of network resources which
can stabilise within several round trip times. The fairness definition using 5.2.2. MeR plus equal
share converges to steady state within several round trip times depending on the number of
connections. In [AF381] is specified. by means of simulation-results, that after a transient of about
10 ms, the dynamics (of the ABR buffer in the switches and the dynamics of the Allowed Cell Rate
for each source of the ABR connections) exhibits a steady state limit cycle behaviour.
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5. Service Model Agreement: the fairness criterion searches for a fair allocation which utilises the
available bandwidth to a high degree. Above that, the Rate Based mechanism is to a certain limit
compatible with existing protocols; the EFCI-probability is already available within ATM; in the
header of an ATM-cell (PTI-field). This is also confirmed in [AF438]; the Rate Based approach is
backward compatible with existing ATM switches that provide simple EFCI marking of cells.

6. /mplementability: According to [AF381], the presented Rate Based mechanism is able to achieve an
overhead (RM-cells) of about 3.4%. Besides that, the usage of RM-cells adds to the overall
complexity.
Also is stated that the initial buffer peak during the transient period is particular sensitive to the
Initial Cell Rate ICR. This is important with respect to the primary buffering size.
A realistic measure for the switch complexity is, the total number of memory references required to
execute the various traffic management mechanisms for each cell processed by the Output Cell
Processor (OCP). To convert these memory references to an amount accesses per second, a FCVC
would require about 12.8 million references (read/writes of a counter) per second. In addition, the
end-to-end Rate Based mechanism requires only 750.000 references per second (This means 2
references per cell multiplied with a cell rate of 350.000 cells/s). [AF593] and Appendix 2:
Complexity 0/mechanisms provides for a more detailed description.
Finally, in [AF438] is confirmed that the Rate Based plan has been spelled out fairly accurately.

Advantages
• The processing ovemead seems substantially lower for the Rate Based mechanism compared with

the Credit Based method. The Rate-Based approach only needs a buffer count. Refer to Appendix
2: Complexity o/mechanisms.

• The ease of implementation for the Rate Based scheme in a variety of existing switch architectures,
and the relatively minor modification required to existing ATM layer standards concerning the
EFCI-capability [AF438].

• It is evidently that with the Rate Based mechanism the bandwidth of each link is fully utilised
according to the simulation study [AF603].

• The Rate Based approach is backward compatible with existing ATM switches that provide simple
EFCI marking of cells. Large carriers switches operate at port speeds of 2.4 Gbps and above. The
ATM Forum believes that at these speeds it would be difficult to implement any flow-control
mechanism more sophisticated than EFCI. Credit Based is incompatible with these EFCI-switches
[RaNe95].

Disadvantages
• Because of the end-to-end rate adaptation, fairness cannot be accomplished instantaneous. However

fairness can be attained over a longer timescale. Several fairness concepts are possible, as shown in
section 5. Fairness concepts.

Open issues
• When an adequate ABR-mechanism is defined, would a Usage Parameter Control (UPC)-algorithm

still be required/necessarily, because the Rate Based mechanisms already controls the rates of the
sources?

• Is UPC needed to defend a network against intensely, misbehaving End Systems (forward traffic
policing and RM-cell policing) [AF593]?

• The accounting and billing mechanism that fits well for the Rate Based scheme.
• How does congestion control on VP connections interact with the Rate Based algorithm?
• Isn't it possible to have a constant bandwidth, instead ofcontinual increase and decrease?
• Is it necessary to specify the UPC-algorithm to protect an ABR service?
• Can the parameters be auto-configured?
• What is the impact of no burst tolerance on application performance?
• What are the criteria for the setting and clearing of the EFCI codepoint?
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• What is the delay priority of RM-cells?
• What is the generation interval of RM-cel1s from intennediate nodes?
• Is the feedback not too slow in case of WAN-environment, or is the solution to divide a large

network in segments (Virtual S01ll'celVirtual Destination VSND) adequate?
• How can this approach be extended for Multicast ABR?
• Is it robust under heavy congestion situations?
• Can misbehaving sources be effectively isolated?
• Does it support the A1M LAN emulation defined by the LAN Emulation SWG?
• Which fairness-criterion, as presented in H5, can be favoured for this Rate Based mechanism?
• Can fairness be achieved in complex topologies?

4.5. Enhanced Credit Based

1. Time Scale lnvariance: Each network element has reserved per link an amount of buffering. lbis is
totally independent of the amount of VCs in a link. The Credit-Update scheme allows scaling with
network size. The Congestion Notification is per-VC end-to-end, independently of the number of
network elements between these endpoints. When a network element is in a near-congested state, the
sources in that specific link will adapt their rates, because of the end-to-end congestion notification
and independent of the number of intermediate nodes, link-speeds or link-distances.

2. Faimess: For steady traffic, each ABR VC sharing the same link can share the available bandwidth
evenly. lbis means that a fair allocation is achieved -just like the Credit Based approach- on a hop
by-hop basis.

3. Robustness: Since each node can only sends cells when its credit balance is non-zero, zero cell loss
is guaranteed. To adjust the sending-rate of VCs at Source End Systems, congestion notification
cells can be sent by a congested node on a per-VC basis. In other words, per-VC flow control can
be attained. Even when there is a long round trip delay between two end systems, the link-by-link
Credit Based flow control can guarantee zero cell loss before the congestion notification cells arrive
at the Source End System. Thus, the system seems robust.

4. Stability: The sum of the VCs in one link can not send more than what can be buffered by the
downstream node(s). lbis limit bounds the amplitude of any oscillation and therefore the system is
stable.

5. Service Model Agreement: the Fairness Criteria searches for a fair al1ocation which utilises the
available bandwidth to a high degree. The Credit-Update per link will be fairly shared among the
separate VCs.

6. 1mplementabiliry: A VC can take over all available link credits not used by other VCs sharing the
same link in one round-trip time between two adjacent nodes. The memory requirement is (SI + S2)

cells for each output-port, which is independently of the number of active VCs, because of the fair
allocation of this total memory. Thus, the cost of building a switch is moderate, because no per-VC
buffering is required.

Advantage
• The Enhanced Credit Based Congestion Notification mechanism overcomes the disadvantages of

both schemes. These are: the instantaneous fairness is not assured in the Rate Based mechanism,
and the extra buffering and the extra complexity required in the Credit Based approach.

Disadvantages
• In the Credit Based approach, the sum of the per-VC buffers is the total required memory in a

switch. The disadvantage for the Credit Based mechanism of the total required memory (amount of
buffers) seems to be valid now also, because in this case the total memory in a switch is actually the
sum of the amount of buffers required per-VC in the Credit Based mechanism.
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• In case of congestion or a moderate delay at the receiving or sending End System, this scheme does
not have an adequate possibility to reduce congestion in the network, because of the end-te-end (per
VC) congestion notification.

• Because of the implementation of both Credit Based and Rate Based schemes in parallel with each
other, more complexity (in terms of number of gates) is expected.

Open Issue
Is the Congestion Notification Method not redundant?

~ Yes: The congestion collapse method for this scheme is not efficient at all: the Credit Update
occurs only when the downstream node can buffer new arriving cells. Thus, when a node cannot
buffer newcoming cells -for example in a state of congestion - the downstream node will not
send a Credit Update, until the node has enough buffers liberated. The Backward Congestion
Notification seems to be redundant.

~ No: The Credit Update is only used to adapt the rate in a link to the buffer-space in the
downstream node. The Congestion Notification is used to adapt the rate per-VC in case of
congestion (end-to-end).

4.6. Concluding Remarks

It seems that the Enhanced Credit Based Congestion mechanism, as described in section 3.5, is not
interesting at all. The last disadvantage is the most significant. In this context, the second last
disadvantage is also relevant.

Technically both other schemes are extensively described. Both schemes seem to have their advantages
and disadvantages. However the Rate Based mechanism is preferred for a number of reasons:
1. Research has shown that the switch complexity for the Credit Based is about a factor 17 larger than

the Rate Based approach.
2. The amount of buffers needed using the Credit Based method, could be very large, especially in the

WAN.
3. According to [Data94], the Credit Based mechanism could drive up the prices of the switches and

accurate billing is easier for the Rate Based approach.
4. The Rate Based mechanism is partly backward compatible with the existing switches, because of

the EFCI-capability.
5. The ATM Forum has a preference for the Rate Based scheme.

These arguments are convincing. That is why the Rate Based scheme will be used for the
implementation- and simulation-study.
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5. Fairness concepts

5.1. Introduction

In essence, the Available Bit Rate is simply a/air share of the remaining bandwidth for the VPs and
VCs that have asked for this service. An important question what we may ask is: how is fairness dermed
and implemented? And what exactly is a fair allocation?
For sure is that no set of circuits should be arbitrarily discriminated against and no set of circuits should
be arbitrary favoured.

A rate scheme should fairly allocate bandwidth to all VCs. However, CBR and VBR circuits come and
go, leading to step functions and other changes in the total available bandwidth for the ABR service.
Furthermore, calls using ABR come and go too, leading to different changes in the bandwidth to be
shared. These mean a possible uncertainty in the fair allocation for the ABR-circuits.

The conclusion from the evaluation in section 4. Evaluation 0/ mechanisms means, that the different
fairness-concepts have to be matched on the Rate Based mechanism. This section will present several
fairness-concepts, which can be used in the Rate Based flow control mechanism supporting the
Available Bit Rate service in an ATM-network. Also the advantages and the disadvantages of the
concepts are summarised.

Section 5.2. Fairness-criteria contains a general definition of the used terminology and some other
problems involving the available bandwidth in a switch. The follOWing sections are examples of some
fairness-concepts according to the ATM-Forum and are based on the references [AF928] and
[AFOI3R4]. Only the fairness concept as outlined in section 5.2.6. MCR+(equal-share-weighred) is not
appended to the Baseline Text as presented by the Traffic Management Sub Working Group in the
ATM Forum. The reasons for the inclusion of this new allocation-scheme are outlined in 5.4.
Evaluation, which also contains an evaluation of several allocation problems involving fairness. These
problems are clarified by means of some examples in 5.3. Examples.

5.2. Fairness-criteria

In this section, the used definitions related to fair allocation are presented. After that, two examples will
be worked out, illustrating the problem in a switch when VCs are already bottlenecked elsewhere to a
lower rate.

Defining the following parameters:
BRx= Bottleneck Rate of a single VC, numbered x.
A= Total available bandwidth for all ABR connections.
V= Sum of bandwidth of connections bottlenecked elsewhere (included those limited by PCR).
B= A-V= Bandwidth to be shared by connections bottlenecked on a specific link.
N= Total number of active connections.
L= Number of active connections bottlenecked elsewhere.
n= N-L= Number of active connections bottlenecked on this link.
M= Sum of MCRs of active cOnnections within n.
m= Number of VCs allocated to their MCR.
B(i)= Fair allocation for connection i.
MCR(i)= MCR of connection i.
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w(i)= weight for a connection i.

l"tenla[ Report

It is assumed, that the bandwidth allocation will be determined per switch, thus local. However a link
already bottlenecked elsewhere could influence the new bandWi{1th-~Uocation. Consequently, it is
important to take locally into account that the current bandwidth allocation can be limited by another
switch, which decreased the rate of the Virtual Channel already. This is illustrated in Figure 10.

vel is bottlenecked elsewhere to a Bottleneck Rate BRI. When switch X is going to compute the new
rate for every VC in case of congestion, two different cases can be distinguished:

Bottlenecked
VC1 elsewhere

VC2 •

. ..
VC3 •. .........• •

Figure 10: Fair allocation inclusive connection (VC1) bottlenecked elsewhere

1. The Bottleneck Rate for VCl (BRl) is lower than the computed bandwidth by switch X. In this
case the BRI should not be changed by the switch X. Instead, the new rate allocated to VCl should
be this BR1 and not the rate computed by the switch X.
Example: The link rate = 12 in Figure to. This means an allocation of 12/3=4 per VC when using
the most simple fairness-concept as presented in section 5.2.1. Max.-Min. This concept divides the
available bandwidth by the number of active VCs.
However when VCl is already bottlenecked elsewhere to 1 (BR1=1), it makes no sense to allocate 4
for VCI. When doing so, the available bandwidth 12 would not be fully used, because VCl uses
only 1 of the allocated 4. This would denote a so-called over-allocation: the very expensive
bandwidth would not be fully used in this circumstance. Now, the best allocation-solution is:
VCI=I, VC2=VC3=11/2. Now the available bandwidth 12 is fully utilised.

2. The BR1 is more than the computed bandwidth by switch X. In this case the bandwidth is allocated
fair to all links.
Example: The link rate = 12 again and the BRI = 5. Now the BRI is greater than the allocated
bandwidth, which is again 4 per link. Thus the optimal allocation-solution is: VCl=VC2=VC3= 4.
The already elsewhere bottlenecked VCl (BR1=5) is bottlenecked again, this time to 4.

In the following sections the different fairness schemes will be presented and explained.

5.2.1. Max.-Min.

In this scheme the available bandwidth B is equally shared among n connections. This allocation is
independent of the value of the MCR. Thus this means a minimum allocation over a maximum amount
ofconnections.

Mathematically: B(i)= BIn

Advantage
'This scheme is customary and easy to implement.
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Disadvantage
This criterion only applies to the case where all connections are unweighted and with MCR is zero.

5.2.2. MCR plus equal share

The bandwidth allocation for a connection in this scheme is its MCR plus equal share of bandwidth B
with used MCR removed. This means, the Minimum Bandwidth can be guaranteed in all cases. This is
in contradiction to the Max.-Mill scheme in section 5.2.1. Max.-Min.

Mathematically: B(i)= MCR(i) + (B-M)/n

Advantage
11lis criterion applies also when the MCR is non-zero. Thus the minimum rates are guaranteed.

Disadvantage
This fairness scheme accommodates more complexity then fairness according to Max.-Min.

5.2.3. Maximum of (MCR or fair share Max.-Min)

Each source gets a fair share (according to Max.-Min-criterion) of the bandwidth, but is guaranteed at
least MCR if the fair division is less than MCR.

Mathematically: B(i)= Max(MCR(i), E), with

{

E = B-MCR(i) ifB(i) < MCR(i) in lastiteration
n-m

E = B otherwise
n

In other words, if a bandwidth allocation is limited by the MCR of a connection, then (the next iteration)
the new fair share per VC will be determined by taking the available bandwidth of a link (B) minus the
already allocated bandwidth (MCR(i» divided by the number of active VCs (n) minus the already to the
MCR limited VCs (m).

Advantage
This criterion applies also, when MCR is non-zero. In other words, the MCR is guaranteed.

Disadvantages
• The bandwidth allocation according to this criterion may need long iteration time to converge to the

equilibrium point. This will be explained in section 5.3.2. Dynamic.
• The new bandwidth allocation can yet violate the available bandwidth in the corresponding link.

which will be illustrated in 5.3.1. Static.

5.2.4. Allocation proportional to MCR

The bandwidth allocation for a connection is weighted proportional to its MCR. This means that users
with a high guaranteed bandwidth always will have a high allocation.

Mathematically: B(i)= B x (MCR(i)/M)
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Advantage
Allocation is weighted to its MCR, also a high guaranteed bandwidth (high MCR) is validated with
more ABR-bandwidth-a1location. As a consequence users incline to use a high MCR, which is
interesting for the network operators. Though, the guaranteed bandwidth will be more costly for the
customers.

Disadvantages
• This criterion does not apply to connections with zero MCR, because a zero-MCR means no

allocation.
• Increased complexity at switches for computing rate allocation.
• It requires switches to implement weighted fair queuing.

5.2.5. Weighted allocation

The bandwidth allocation for connection i is proportional to its weight, w(i). This weight can be based
on several arguments, e.g. the transmit-rate, or the MCR of a particular connection. The weight can be
determined in three ways:
• Permanent. In this case the weight is pre-determined and cannot be changed, even not for different

connections or differing circumstances.
• Semi-permanent. In this case the weight can be changed by the operator. This can be done on every

connection establishment, e.g. allow the weight to be proportional to MCR for every connection,
such as

w(i)= MCR(i)/(sum MCRG)).

But this does not apply if some MCRs are zero.
• Dynamic. In this case the weight changes when for example the network situation changes

significantly.

Mathematically: B(i)= Bx (w(i)/sum wG))

Advantages
• The Max.-Min criterion is a special case when all connections have equal weight The weight can be

allocated permanent, semi-permanent or even dynamic. This last type means the most flexibility.
• Possibility of differentiating; 'big' average users can become more bandwidth allocation.

Disadvantages
• The definition of the weight is operator specific, meaning an operator can determine its weight

based on for example mean (in time) bandwidth usage. However, weight needs to be defined and to
be computed, thus creating extra processing and complexity.

• If the weights are not chosen accurately, then the allocation will be less than the MCR of a
connection. Also, there has to be consistency between weight and MCR of each connection.
However, weights based on MCR are not flexible anymore.

5.2.6. MCR+(equal-share-weighted)

1llis proposal is not included in the DRAFf-version of the ATM Forum Traffic Management
Specifications (see [AF013R6]). This proposal is appended because the other schemes all do have some
deficiencies. It is an extension to the MCR+equal-share and weighted allocation methods. The first
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does not use weights, the second cannot guarantee the MCR without coupling the weight to the MCR.
TIlis method overcomes these insufficiencies. It does use weights and is able to guarantee the MCR
without the necessity of coupling the weights to the MCR. Thus a far more flexible weight
detenuination is created. An exact evaluation of these schemes can be found in 5.4. Evaluation.
The bandwidth allocation for connection i is proportional to its weight w(i) plus its MCR-value. For the
weight, the weight-determination strategies can be applied too, which are already mentioned in section
5.2.5. Weighted allocation.

Mathematically: B(i)= (B-M) x (w(i)/sum w(j» + MCR

Advantages
• Allocates always, even in case of some connections with zero-MCR and accounts for the MCR of a

connection.
• Guarantees the MCR.

Disadvantage
TIlis criterion is the most complex concerning the amount of computation.

5.3. Examples

lhis section is meant to clarify some cornmon problems concerning allocation of bandwidth in a switch.
lhis section is divided in two parts. Section 5.3.1. Static shows an example of an allocation at one point
of time in a congested switch. Section 5.3.2. Dynamic outlines a more dynamic example, meaning a
sequence of allocation computations of a congested switch until a steady state is accomplished. 1bis is
done to represent the differences between the max(MCR, fair share), MCR+Equal-Share, and
MCR+Equal-Sllare-WeiglUed concepts.
Finally, this section fonus an introduction to the following evaluation of the several fairness criteria.
Especially the reasons for the incorporation of the MCR+Equal-Sllare- Weighted scheme to the existing
ones are described.

5.3.1. Static

There are four connections in a congested link with bottleneck bandwidth BW. A numerical benchmark
is made between the six presented Fairness Criteria for this bottleneck bandwidth. This is shown in
Table 4.
Because of MCR-Non-Zero for VCI and VC3, the maximum bottleneck bandwidth is violated for the
Max.-Min criterion: Max.-Min computes a fair share of 0.25 x BW for every VC. However VC3 does
have a guaranteed bandwidth of0.4 x BW, resulting in a total allocation of 1.15 x BW.

The same accounts for the weighted allocation when the weights are chosen differently. This is shown
in Table 5. The weighted allocation computes a fair share for VCI and VC3, which is less than their
MCR. This in contradiction to the MCR+Equal-Share- Weighted concept, which accounts for the MCR
of a Vc. Refer to Table 5 for an example.
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Table 4: Benchmark of the different Fairness Criteria

I/lterllnl Report

VC1 VC2 VC3 VC4
MCR 0.2xBW 0 0.4 x·BW 0

weight 2 2 4 2
(xBW) BW1 BW2 BW3 BW4

Max.-Min 0.25 0.25 0.4 0.25
MCR+eQual-share 0.3 0.1 0.5 0.1

Max(MCR Max.-Min) 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.2
MCR-weiahted 0.33 0 0.67 0

weighted 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.2
MCR+equal weight 0.28 0.08 0.56 0.08

It looks like the MCR+Equal-Share-Weighted is more robust.

Table 5: Benchmark ofthe Weighted and MCR+Equal-Share-Weighted allocation

MCR 0.2 xBW 0 0.4xBW 0
weiQht 1 2 3 4
(xBW)

~
BW1 BW2 BW3 BW4

weiahted 0.2 0.41••-:.,.'.-.
MCR+equal-share-weiQhted 0.24 0.08 0.52 0.16

5.3.2. Dynamic

Assuming the switch supports Explicit Rate Control, a more dynamic example can be presented. In
Table 6, the iteration process is shown for the max(MCRJair share) criterion. The T value denotes the
average time it takes for the switch to compute a new allocation, the time to wait for a passing RM-cell,
and the time it takes for a source to adapt to the newly computed allocation, which is of course
dependent on the time it takes for a cell to travel from switch to source (Round Trip Time RTT). As is
obviously, the time to converge is 3T.

Table 6: Iteration process for rnax(MCR,fair share) Criterion

VCno MCR 1T 2T 3T 4T 5T

VC1 0.24 0.5 0.25 0.24 0.24 0.24
VC2 0 0.5 0.25 0.2 0.18 0.18
VC3 0.4 - 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4
VC4 0 - 0.25 0.2 0.18 0.18

xBW

At t=lT, connections 1 and 2 are active and connections 3 and 4 idle. The fair share is 0.5 x BW.
At t=2T, the connections 3 and 4 become active. The switch computes a fair share of 0.25 x BW. For
connection 3 the MCR = 0.4 x BW. This means the max(MCR, fair share) = 0.4 x BW.
At t=3T, the switch computes a fair share of (1-0.4)/3 = 0.2 x BW. In the same way the fair share at
t=4T is 0.18 x BW. At t=4T the situation becomes stable.

The same iteration process is done for MCR+equal-share. This is tabUlated in Table 7.
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Table 7: Iteration process for MCR+equal-share Criterion

VCno MCR 1T 2T 3T
VC1 0.24 0.62 0.33 0.33
VC2 0 0.38 0.09 0.09
VC3 0.4 - 0.49 0.49
VC4 0 - 0.09 0.09

xBW

At t=1T, the equal share is (1-0.24)/2 = 0.38 x BW. Connections 3 and 4 become active and the switch
computes a fair share of 0.09 x BW. This Criterion reaches convergence in only one iteration.

The same iteration process is done for the MCR+Equal-Share-Weighted. lbis is tabulated in Table 8.
At t=IT, the total allocated bandwidth for connection 1 is MCR+(1-0.24) x 1/3 = (0.24+0.253) x BW.
Thus this is: 0.493 x BW. COIU1ections 3 and 4 become active and the switch computes the allocation
for connection 2: (1-0.64) x 2'10 = 0.072 x BW.lbis Criterion also reaches convergence in only
iteration.

Table 8: Iteration process for MCR+equal-share-weighted Criterion

VCno weiQht MCR 1T 2T 3T
VC1 1 0.24 0.493 0.276 0.276
VC2 2 0 0.507 0.072 0.072
VC3 3 0.4 - 0.508 0.508
VC4 4 0 - 0.144 0.144

xBW

5.4. Evaluation

In order to make a qualitative judgement about the previously mentioned fairness-criteria, five
evaluation-criteria have been formulated:
1. The fairness-criterion accounts for the MCR of a connection. When a criterion does not account for

the MCR, the possibility exists of violating the maximum available bandwidth. Table 4 shows an
example concerning the Max-Min criterion.

2. The value of the MCR is not relevant for the fairness-criterion. This is necessary because when the
value is not relevant, the fairness-criterion is much more flexible. In Table 4 is visible that for the
MeR-weighted criterion an MCR=O is not very reasonable, because no bandwidth is allocated to
such a connection. Also is obviously that for the Max.-Min criterion an MCR=O is obliged,
otherwise the bottleneck bandwidth could be violated. It is apparently, that in the described cases
the value of MCR is relevant, which results in less flexibility.

3. The fairness-criterion has the possibility to support connections with MCR=O. This is important,
because a LAN could be a full-mesh network. An ideal and cheap solution could be all links having
MCR=O. In other words, the connections remain available to the users without having to pay a
guaranteed, expensive amount of bandwidth, though MCR=O.

4. The fairness-criterion does not violate the bottleneck bandwidth.
5. The fairness-criterion supports a weighted allocation. When this is possible, the operator can

allocate a high weight to, for example, connections with a high average bandwidth usage. Thus
promoting a high bandwidth usage by the custome~.

It is imaginable to append the criterion complexity. However the differences in complexity, based on the
quite small differences in computation, are so minimal that this could not be a valid criterion to
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withdraw a faimess concept. The differences in computation complexity will only result in a difference
of several lines of source-code in the processor ofevery switch supporting ABR.

In Table 9 the fairness-criteria are considered with respect to the above 5 evaluation-criteria. A plus (+)
means a positive judgement concerning that particular criterion.

Table 9: Evaluation ofthe faimess-eriteria

Evaluation-criteria: 1 2 3 4 5
Accounts MCR-Value Possible Does not violate Support of a

for the is not support of bottleneck weighted
Faimess-eriteria: MCR relevant MCR=O bandwidth allocation
Max.-Min - - + - .
MCR+equal-share + + +(2) + -
Max(MCR eaual share) + + +(2) ·(3) -
MCR-weiQhted + - - + +
weiQhted -(1 ) + + -(4) +
MCR+equal weiaht + + + + +

(1) The weight can be connected to the MCR. In that case this has to be plus (+).
(2) The Max.-Min criterion is a special case when all connections do have MCR=O.
(3) Refer to the dynamic study in section 5.3.2, Table 6.
(4) When the weight is not coupled to its MCR, the bottleneck bandwidth is violated. Refer to Table 5.

5.5. Concluding Remarks

It is concluded that the MCR+(equal-share-weighted) is a good suggestion for implementation 'This
mechanism accounts for the MCR of a connection, independent of the value of the MCR. The MCR
could also be zero, which could be important in a full-mesh LAN for ABR-connections. It is also
impossible with this fairness-criterion to violate the bottleneck bandwidth. Above that, it is possible to
use a weighted allocation, without the constraint of coupling this weight to the MCR, because the MCR
is already assured. Thus, the weight could be related to e.g. the average usage of bandwidth by a
customer.
Finally, a weighted allocation has the big advantage that the operator could influence the bandwidth
allocation in a switch. 'This could be done on a pennanent, semi-pennanent, or dynamic basis.

The presented MCR+Equal-Share- Weighted Criterion is not accommodated in the Draft version of the
ATM Forum Traffic Management Specification.
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6. Introduction to simulations

6.1. General

1ltis section lists the elements that are required for the complete simulation definition and describes the
approach taken for their definition.

As the Rate Based control scheme is a closed-loop control process that operates at the network level,
complete definition of the network test case must also be included. Table 10 provides an organised list
of the elements that are required for simulation definition.

Table 10: Simulation Definition Elements

Flow control Scheme § 6.3
End System Definition § 6.3.1

Destination End System
Source End System

End System Parameter Definition § 6.3.1
Switch Algorithm § 6.3.2

Queue monitoring algorithm
§ 6.3.3ConQestion Notification method

Network Model ~6.4

Network Topology
Nodes
End Systems
links (access backbone)

Network Parameters
link Speeds
Link Lengths

Traffic Model § 6.4
Traffic MatrixIVC definition
Traffic characteristics

Section 6.2. Objectives ofSimulations gives a brief overview of the main objectives for the simulations.
Besides those targets, several other areas of interest are summarised. Section 6.3. Flow Control Scheme
describes the used parameter-definitions. After which the flow control scheme follows, based on the
ATM Forum baseline definitions. 1b.is flow control model leaves lots of room to manoeuvre, concerning
the switch implementation. Thus, four possible switch concepts are presented, based on the global
switch specifications. Section 6.3. will be finished with the motivation of the choice for the final switch
algorithm in pseudo-code (necessarily for the implementation) and the assumptions which had to be
made. Section 6.4. Network and Traffic Model outlines the used network and traffic model, with an
overview of several simulation-cases, which are representative for real network configurations.

6.2. Objectives of Simulations

Several main objectives are classified below for the simulation of the Rate Based How Control
mechanism. During the simulations, the prime objectives will be ofessential concern.

Primary:
• Is the bandwidth allocation fair?
• What is the influence of different parameter values on the performance (considering cell loss, link
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utilisation, Cell Delay, and fairness) of the mechanism; which parameter values are the best?
• How does the flow control scheme react in case ofheavy network congestion?
• What are the hardware implications, like queues, by the use of ABR?
• Is network stability achieved, and how lQngdoes it take to accomplish network stability?
• How long does it take, for a new ABR user, to get its fair share, in case ofexisting "heavy" users?

Secondary:
• Can ABR smoothly co-operate with CBR and VBR traffic and how is this accomplished?
• What is the influence of the RTI on the performance of the ABR-mechanism?
• How can the so called EFCI-switches co-operate with the ER-switches?
• Is it necessary to assign the RM-cells with a high priority mark considering cell loss?
• What are the implications in case of congestion at the Destination End System (DES), e.g. when

the destination is downloading a video picture?
• Is it necessary to specify a maximum and a minimum for the queue-sizes?
• Is the network utilisation high enough?
• If another fairness mechanism is implemented, what are the differences in bandwidth allocation and

fairness?

Besides these targets, several other interesting research areas can be distinguished. These are especially
exciting for further research.

Other interesting and important research areas:
• Policing: How could misbehaving sources be ordered to decrease rate, how shall the policing

function be defined to respond exactly as is needed and what is the exact role in this for the policing
function?

• Multicasting: A multicasting ABR-source gets its feedback information from several switches or
destinations. How is its response defined, concerning the new rate for all connections?

• TCP and ABR: Using TCP in a LAN-environment is very popular in the whole world. Because
ABR is primarily meant for LAN, it is of particular interest to research the interoperability between
TCPandABR.

• MuItivendor ABR: Switch-manufacturers do have implementation freedoms, especially concerning
the switch-implementation. Is a correct functioning still guaranteed in a multivendor network?

• Multinetwork ABR: Is closely related to the last argument. Besides that, does ABR function well
enough when several networks using the same equipment do have to co-operate?

6.3. Flow Control Scheme

lbis section provides baseline definitions for the Source End System (SES), the Destination End System
(DES), and the switch behaviour. These are obtained from the Traffic Management Study Work Group
(TM SWG) of the ATM Forum [AF013R4]. Besides these behaviours. the End System (ES) parameters
will be presented for simulation comparison purposes. This is recapitulated in section 6.3.1. ATM
Forum baseline model.

Far more interesting is the switch behaviour, which will not be specified by the TM SWG. However, for
any simulation work, it is necessary to specify this behaviour. In section 6.3.2. Switch concepts several
modes of switch operation are established. Finally, in section 6.3.3. Switch algorithm the choice for one
switch concept is supported and the switch algorithm is presented in pseudo-code. This code will be the
guide-line for the final switch implementation.
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6.3.1. ATM-Forum baseline model

First the End System (ES) parameters will be explained, in order to understand the presented ES
behaviours and switch behaviour.

Parameter definitions:
• PCR. The Peak Cell Rate desired is requested by the source at call set-up time and the signalling

response provides the maximum allowed PCR for this connection. The network will most likely
reduce the PCR down to the lowest link rate in the path. A source internally limited to a low rate R
(e.g. LAN Emulation) will find it desirable to set peR to just less than TOF x R so that all
oscillations are quenched and the maximum throughput is obtained. Sources with no internal limit
will usually set PeR to their line rate.

• MCR. The Minimum Cell Rate desired (and the minimum required) by the source is requested at
call set up. The network may not support MCR and return zero or clear the call. If it is supported,
the network will return the maximum MCR it can support between the required and the desired or
clear the call if the required cannot be met. The network switches will ensure that at least a rate of
MCR cells/s is provided to the VC.

• ICR. The Initial Cell Rate desired is requested by the source at call set-up. The network will return
ICR, the highest rate possible up to that requested. ICR is the start-up rate after idle periods. On a
LAN connection the network will often be able to support a rate as high as PCR, but for WAN
connections, ICR may have to be reduced to control start-up overload at a remote point. A source
would usually request ICR=PCR so as to support rapid start-up.

• AIR. The Additive Increase Rate is requested by the source at call set-up. The network will return
AIR, the highest rate increase possible up to that requested. If AIR=PCR is requested and granted,
the network is capable of returning a large increase in rate in ER and have it take effect
immediately, whereas a small AIR limits the size of increase the source is permitted irrespective of
ER. A source internally limited to a low rate R will find it desirable to request a small AIR to limit
the size of oscillations which will occur around TOF x R. Unrestricted sources shall request
AIR=PCR.

• Nrm. The Number ofcells to be transmitted per RM-cell (Nrm) sent is determined by the network at
call set-up. One likely value for Nrm is 32. Larger values of Nrm reduce line overhead but reduce
the tightness of the control loop.

• Mrm. Mrm is used by the destination to control allocation of bandwidth between forward RM-cells.
backward RM-cells, and data-cells.

• RDF. The Rate Decrease Factor is detennined by the network at call set-up. The larger the RDF,
the smaller the decreases in rate.

• ACR. The Allowed Cell Rate the source is using to control its cell rate transmission for a VC is
called ACR. The source behaviour (see below) specifies the control of the ACR. However, ACR is
not an accurate measure of the real transmission rate, since the real rate may be considerably less
than the maximum allowed rate, ACR. The minimum value for the ACR is 1 cells/s and the source
need not decrease ACR below that rate.

• Xrm. To protect the network the source must decrease its rate, ACR if more than Xrm forward
RM-cells have been sent since the last backward RM-cell was received or since the last decrease
due to this condition. Xrm is set by the network at call set-up. It can be set high (like 32) to just
protect against "RM Return failure", the situation where the destination or the network breaks and
no RM-cells return. Or, more functionally, it can be set to limit the number of cells entering the
network before control is established (after one RTI) from a source starting up from idle.

• TOF. The Time Out Factor is a global parameter currently specified to ~ set to two. It is used in
the source behaviour to control the maximum time permitted between sending forward RM-cells
before a rate decrease is required. This results in the ACR permitted for a low rate source (e.g.
LAN emulation) to be typically TOF times the source rate. This gives the source some headroom to
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send bursts faster than the controlled rate. but not so much headroom as to permit harm to the
network.

• Trm. The maximum inter-RM time interval used in the source behaviour is a global parameter
currently specified as 100 IllS.

• RTT. The Round Trip Time from source to a remote network element is called RIT. It is computed
by Private Network-Network Interface (PNNI) during call set-up such that each switch in the path
should know its RTT form the source. This is impOl1ant to help it set Xrm and to some extent ICR.
RDF, Nrm, and AIR.

• XDF. The Xrm Decrease Factor XDF is specified by the network at call set-up. The network
should start high and each network element should select a smaller value if it requires such at its
RTT. The final value is returned to the source.

Below are the SES, DES and switch behaviour summarised. These will be guidelines for the simulation
study. [AFOI3R6] describes the most recent SES and DES behaviours, as specified by the ATM
Forum.

Source End System behaviour:
1. The source shall send an RM-cell for every NRM-cells transmitted, and also at least every 100 ms

if data is being transmitted. If more than lOOms have transpired since the last RM-cell was sent,
then an RM-cell should precede any data-cell.

2. The source shall never send at a rate exceeding PCR, and may always send at a rate of at least
MCR.

3. When a source initialises, it shall set ACR to at most ICR. An RM-cell shall be sent just prior to the
first data-cell.

4. Before sending a forward RM-cell if the time T which has transpired since the last time a backward
RM-cell was received or since the last decrease, is greater than TOF x NRM-cell intervals (l/ACR)
then the source shall reduce its ACR by the number of cell intervals in the time T, (T x ACR)
multiplied by ACRlRDF, down to ICR.

5. When a backward RM-cell is received with CI=1 then the ACR should be reduced by ACR x
NrmlRDF down to MCR. If the backward RM-cell has CI=O the ACR should be increased by AIR
xNrm.

6. When any backward RM-cell is received the source must set its rate to the minimum of the ER from
the RM-cell and the ACR resulting from item 5.

7. When a "RM return failure" condition is detected, the ACR should be set to MCR.

Destination End System behaviour:
1. The destination shall turn all RM-cells received around to return to the source. The direction bit,

DIR, should be changed from "forward" to "backward". If a destination cannot turn around a
forward RM-cell before it receives a subsequent forward RM-cell to be turned around on the same
VC, it should overwrite the old RM-cell information with the more recent information.

2. If an EFCI=1 has been received on the prior data-cell then the destination should mark the
backward RM-cell. Two possible choices:

• Set the ER to reduce rate.
• Set the CI bit in the RM-cell.

3. The destination may further reduce ER to whatever rate it can support, set the CI bit. or both (if it
has internal congestion). A destination can generate a backward RM-cell without having received a
forward RM-cell.

Switch behaviour:
1. A switch queuing point shall implement EFCI-based and/or ER-based behaviour but not

simultaneously as specified below:
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• EFCI based:
1. The switch queuing point shall set the EFCI bit to indicate congestion.
2. The switch queuing point can optionally set CI=1 in the backward RM-cell to

ensure the source does not increase rate.

• ER-Based:
3. A switch queuing point reduces ER of an RM-cell to indicate its congestion level.
4. The switch queuing point may optionally set CI=1 (to ensure the source does not

increase rate) in addition to modifying the ER field in the backward RM-eell to a
lower value.

2. A switch may generate backward RM-cells. The rate of switch generated backward RM-eells
will be less than 10 cells's. When a switch generates an RM-cell it must set the CI bit. The BN
bit, refer to Appendix 1: Fields and positions in RM-cells for the exact purpose of this bit,
must be set and the direction should be backwards. Backward RM-cells may be serviced out of
sequence with respect to data-cells. Priority of forward RM-cells is for further study.

3. In order to support flow control in a Multicast environment, switches may combine infonnation
from backward RM-cells on the branches and create a single backward RM-cell with this
combined information. One example policy to combine the information is to determine the
minimum of the ER fields and the logical OR of the CI bits.

6.3.2. Switch concepts

This section describes various switch-behaviours. Actually one can distinguish EFCI-switches and ER
switches. These switches can operate in different ways. Some insights will be demonstrated in the
possibilities of switch operation.

EFCI-Based:
One can distinguish two levels of congestion: light and heavy congestion.

1)
1m = RM-eell

Source Switch Destination

In case of light congestion (see above), the EFCI-switch can set EFCI=l in the forward datafield. A
destination, receiving an EFCI=1 indication, will store a CI=1 in a table. When a forward RM-cell is
received, the destination will turn around this cell and set the CI in the backward RM-cell to the value in
the table.
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EJ =RM-<:ell

Source Switch Destination

In case of heavy congestion (see above situation), the EFCI-based switch can set the CI=l in the
backward RM-cell to ensure the source will not increase rate. 'This shortens the control loop from end
t<rend to end-to-switch, and thus the response time.

A source receiving an RM-cell with CI= I will decrease rate according to the baseline definition, this
means a source receiving CI=l (congestion experienced) indicates a stepwise decrease and a source
receiving CI=O (no congestion experienced) implies a stepwise increase.

ER·Based:
In this section, several methods are offered to use the ER-based congestion avoidance methodology.
1. The first uses two thresholds to indicate congestion and is called the jorward/backward method,
2. The second also uses two thresholds and is called the intelligent marking method,
3. The third method, which utilises two thresholds to indicate congestion is the backward method,
4. Finally the one congestion-level method is shown, which uses -as the name already suggests- only

one congestion level, and thus one threshold.

1. The forwardlbackward method:

1)

CI=1

iii =RM-<:ell

Source Switch Destination

In case of light congestion (see above), the ER-switch sets the Congestion Indication to 1 in the forward
RM-eell. A destination receiving the CI=1 will return this cell in the backward direction.

1m =RM-<:ell

Source Switch Destination

In case of heavy congestion (see above), the switch will compute the fair share for every VC and
immediately return the computed ER and the CI=l in passing backward RM-cells.
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2. The intelligent marking method:
• In case of light congestion, the ER-switch computes the fair share per VC and sets only for

certain links, with a high CCR the ER and the CI=l in the passing backward RM-cell. This is
caned intelligent marking.

• In case of heavy congestion, the switch will also compute the fair share for every VC and
immediately return the computed ER and the CI=l in the passing backward RM-cell.

In this method, the destination will not be notified, because only backward notification is used.
A source receiving RM-cells with CI=1 and/or ER will reduce rate according to the baseline definition.
3. The backward method:

• In case of no congestion, the Congestion Indication is set to 0 for all passing backward RM
cells. The source receiving the positive feedback will increase its rate stepwise.

• In case of light congestion, the ER-switch sets only the CI= 1 in the backward RM-cells for all
the active VCs.

• In case of heavy congestion the switch computes the fair share for the active VCs and couples
this back to the source via the ER-field and sets the CI=O in the backward RM-cells.

In this method, the destination will not be notified, because only backward notification is used.
4. One congestion level:

By monitoring forward RM-ceIls, the switch keeps track of the value of its CCR. If a backward
RM-cell is received and a certain queue threshold is exceeded, the node computes a fair share and
compares this fair share with the explicit rate in the backward RM-cell. The smaller of both will be
the new explicit rate value in the RM-cell.

6.3.3. Switch algorithm

The exact switch algorithm will not be specified by the ATM Forum. In section 6.3.2. Switch concepts
the different switch alternatives are highlighted and based on these alternatives, a choice is presented in
this section.

This section provides for the assumptions made, and the choice for the switch algorithm, which uses the
backward method as specified in 6.3.2. Switch concepts.

Before the pseudo-code of the implemented switch algorithm is presented, the used abbreviations are
listed:

SW.ER= Explicit Rate (is a fair share of the available bandwidth) computed by the switch.
VC = Virtual Channel.
VC.CI = Value of the Congestion Indication of the corresponding VC.
RM.ER= Explicit Rate stored in RM-cell.
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While Switch is active do
If (computing-interval is elapsed) then
begin

If (heavy congestion) then
Compute new SW.ER

fIt·using Max. -Min. -fairness
store SW.ER for all active VCs

else
If (light congestion) then

store VC.CI=1
store SW.ER=PCR

else ··no congestion
store VC.CI::O
store SW.ER=PCR

end
else
begin

If backward_RM then
begin
store RM.CI=VC.CI in backward RM-cell
If (SW.ER<RM.ER in backward RM-cell) then

set CI=1
store SW.ER in backward RM-cell

··if switch ER is more than the ER in backward RM-ce/l,
.fltdon't change, because THIS VC is already bott/enecked
""to a lower ER elsewhere
end

end **else
end "while

Illterllal Report

Below, the motivation for the switch algorithm is supported:
• To ensure a robust operation of the ABR service, it is necessarily to implement the ER-switch,

because the ER-switch provides for a fast rate reduction in case of heavy congestion. The so called
EFCI-switches are·only able to set EFCI= I in the forward data-cell or to set CI=1 in backward
RM-cell, only resulting in a step-wise decrease of the source's rate. That is why the implementation
of the switch will be confined to the ER-capability.

• In case of heavy congestion the switch computes the fair share for every active VC. In this
computation the fair share per VC is computed by taking the available bandwidth multiplied with an
utilisation factor (0.95 of LCR) and this dividing by the number of active VCs (according to Max.
Min).

• A Switch Interval (S./.) is defined. In case of congestion and if this interval has elapsed, the switch
starts to compute the new fair share for every connection. The fair share is remembered by storing it
in a table. The Explicit Rate (ER)-field in every passing backward RM-cell is updated to the new
rate in the table, during the S.I. interval. The Switch Interval is introduced for two reasons:

1. Less processing: only once in the S.I. time the new rates are computed. In this way a
reduction in processing overhead is achieved. By reducing the value of S.I., the number of
computations can be increased to one computation for every passing backward RM-cell to
the utmost.

2. Higher stability: during the S.I. the rates remain constant Now, the source does not have to
adapt its rate as often as before and thus a higher stability is achieved.

• At last, the computed switch ER will be compared with the ER in the RM-cell and the smallest of
those will be placed in the RM-cell.

Figure 11 shows the interoperability between the backward Explicit Rate and Congestion Indication
mechanism of the implemented backward method.
The following different modes ofoperation are possibly with this configuration:
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• CI-operation: the difference between Threshold high (Thigh) and Threshold liM

(Tlow) is extremely large,
• CI+ER-operation: Thigh and Tlow do have an 'acceptable' difference,
• ER-operation: Thigh equals now.

Central ABR-queue
(half filled)

---?o'> Max.Queue size

set ER and CI=O

set CI=1

set CI=O

. - - - - - - - ---~> Thigh

---~> Tlow

---?o'> empty queue

Figure 11: Use ofthreslwlds in ABR queue

Below, several extensions to the above described algorithm are summarised:
• It is desirable to implement the algorithm in such a manner that it co-operates with switches only

supporting the EFCI-capability. At the moment, the switch behaviour is restricted to the ER
possibility. However, extension of this algorithm supporting the EFCI-capability is quite
straightforward.

• The bandwidth allocation method is based on the Max-Min. fairness. Thus, MCR=O is used for all
connections. The more complex scheme MCR+(equal-sllare-weiglUed) fairness is not implemented
yet. Take a look at sections 5.2.6. MCR+(equal-sllare-weiglzted) and 5.2.1. Max.-Min. for a
detailed explanation.

• When computing the new bandwidth allocation in a switch, it is desirable to store (instead of
measuring) the current cell rates, which are transported via the RM-cells, for a number of reasons:

I) The switch needs to know the CCR, because the CCR is compared with the new rate
computed by the switch. This to ensure that the new rate is less than or equal to the
CCR for every connection. In this way the bottleneck rate is shared most efficiently
among the connections and the congestion disappears the fastest.

2) Storing the CCR is easier than measuring the input rates [AFI95].
3) It could be helpful for a Connection Admission Control (CAC) to know the CCR of the

existing ABR-connections in a switch. Based on among other things, the CAC decides
whether or not a new connection is admitted.

4) If several connections have to be re-routed because of e.g. link damages, the CCR of
the ABR-connections should be known too.

This is why it is desirable to read the CCR in the RM-cell and store these values in the switches
for future use [AF253].

Below a numeric example of the comparison of the CCR with the computed fair share by the switch is
shown. In the last iteration the most efficient allocation solution is obtained.
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Example:

VC MCR weiaht CCA Switch EA1 Switch EA2 Switch EA3 Switch EA4
1 10 1 30 18 26 30 30
2 0 1 20 4 8 10 10
3 20 1 30 28 36 30 30
4 30 1 30 50 30 30 30

First iteration:
Fair Share=100-30-30=40. VC4 must stay on its Current Cell Aate (CCA) 30, otherwise VC4
should be over-allocated.
Thus SW.EA2 for VC4 is decreased to 30 for the second iteration (bold print).

Second iteration:
The Fair Share= 100-10-30-30=30 for the third iteration. Now VC4 can keep its CCA too. Thus
the CCA of VC3=30. VC1 and VC2 have to be computed again.

Third iteration:
VC1 can remain on its CCA=30 as well. This means a rate-reduction for VC2 only.

The extended algorithm, which supports the MCR+(equal-share-weighted) fairness and compares the
fair share with the CCR in the switch is appended in Appendix 4: Extended switch algorithm.

6.4. Network and Traffic Model

In this section several network and traffic models are presented These are according to the ATM
Forum baseline definitions. lhis guarantees the possibility to compare the simulations with other ones.

6.4.1. Two Node

Network topology:

ES5
ES6
ES7
ES8

r k 5r k 1In In

link 2 Switch link 9 Switch link 6

link 3 #1 #2 link7
link 4 link8

ES1
ES2
ES3
ES4

Switches 1 and 2 can represent LAN hub or transit nodes in MANIWAN. Link 1 to 8 are the End
System (ES) links. Link 9 is the backbone (BB) link.

Network and node parameters:
The primary parameters for this network are:

D 1..09 Ian length in km of link x
RI..R9 Mbps throughput rate oflink x
PropDelay J.lS/krn propagation delay per km of the links

The primary parameters for a switch are:
Threshold High t.b.d. cells
Threshold Low t.b.d. cells
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Max. Queue size l.b.d. cells

VC connectivity:
VC 1: between ESI and ES5
VC2: between ES2 and ES6
VC3: between ES3 and ES7
VC4: between ES4 and ES8

Motivation:
1l1is model is employed, because
• 1l1is network topology can represent LAN, WAN and hybrid situations under varying conditions.
• lhis model remains quite simple for simulations purposes -in particular for the interpretation of

results and the optimisation of End System parameters (AIR, ICR, MCR, RDF, etc.) and the switch
parameters (threshold high and low, maximum queue size).

• It can also be readily extended for future use. By varying the VC traffic topology, for example,
evaluations of transit and cross-traffic situations may be obtained.

Objectives:
• (How) Is zero cell loss achievable?
• Is fair bandwidth allocation accomplished?
• Is the link utilisation as expected?
• Are the Cell Delaysreasonable?
• Is interoperability with CBR and VBR traffic possible?
• Will a large RTI degrade network performance (cell loss)?

How is this accomplished?
1. Determine the switch parameters threshold high and low and the maximum queue size.
2. Simulate the given two node network by means of varying traffic conditions. The first simulations

will be for a LAN-environment, and the second for a MAN as specified below.

Simulation 1 "LAN":
1bis simulation represents a simple LAN. In Table 11 the network parameter values for this case are
shown. In this table the ES, respectively BB lille rate denote the transrnissionspeed of the source-switch
and switch-destination, respectively backbone links. Accordingly, signify ES and BB length the length
of the source-switch and switch-destination link, respectively backbone link.

Table 11: Network Parameter values for LAN-simulations

Characteristic Value OesiQnation
Topology Two Node

ES line rate 149.76 Mbps(l) R1-R8
BB line rate 149.76 Mbos R9
ES length 0.2km 01-08
BB length 2.0km 09

Cable Propagation Delay 5.0 J.lSIkJn(2) PropOelay
Line Service Time 2.831 J.1S/cell (@149.76 Mbps)
PCR=LCR 353.477 cellsls

The Peak Cell Rate (PCR) is chosen eqUally to the Link Cell Rate (LCR), which provides for a speed of
353.477 cells/s (corresponding to OC3).

1 based on SDH-payload
2 based on speed of light in a cable (2 x lOE8)
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For the LAN-simulation, one can distinguish three cases.
Case la, refer to Table 12, provides for initially very greedy sources, offering (in total) 400% load,
which accommodates a large initial transient All sources, start transmitting at t=O s, resulting in
Generator Start Tim~ Of 0,0 s. Thus, the four sources start sending at this time-point t=O s.

Table 12: Case 1a traffic parameters

Characteristic Value
Number of sources 4
Generator Start Time 0.0 s (no start delay)
Traffic Type Persistent (continuous PCR)
Total offered 400% of PCR

Desionation
ES1-ES4

In the second LAN-case, refer to Table 13, the sources start up directly after each other. This results in
a Generator Start Time of approximately 0.05 s (starting with ESI), meaning that the difference in time
between the two adjacent sources is 0.05 s. When all End Systems are sending at their PCR (at t=O.2 s),
the total offered load is 400% of the PCR (Total Offered 400%) again.

Table 13: Case 1b traffic parameters

Characteristic Value
Number of sources 4
Generator Start Time 0.05 s (starting with ES1)
Traffic Type Persistent (continuous PCR)
Total offered 400% of PCR (after 0.20 s)

Desionation
ES1-ES4

In the third LAN-case the sources will be provided for more bursty sources, e.g. a simple on/off-source
for all sources. The Thigh_source] signifies the duration of an on- and an off-interval, as indicated by
Figure 13. The height of the on-state is PCR and the height of the off-state is PCR/20.

Table 14: Case 1c traffic parameters

Characteristic Value
Number of sources 4
Thigh_source1 0.01 s
Traffic Type On/off (varying PCR-PCRl20)
Total offered 20-400% of PCR

Desionation
ES1·ES4

Simulation 2 ''MAN'':
This simulation represents a MAN application that connects campuses, for example. This case
represents a good test of the rate control algorithm. It checks the parameter set for MAN overlap
capability and also stresses the simulation model with regard to length, length un-balance, and fairness.

Table 15: Network Parameter values for MAN-simulations

Characteristic Value OesiQnation
Topology Two Node
ES line rate 149.76 Mbps R1-R8
88 line rate 149.76 Mbps R9
ES length 50,20, 01 & OS, 02 & 06,

10,5 km 03& 07, D4 & 08
88 length 50 km 09
Cable Delay 5.0 ~/km
Line Service Time 2.831 ~celJ (@149.76 Mbps)
PCR=LCR 353.477 cellsls
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For the MAN-simulation, one can distinguish three cases.
Case 2a, refer to Table 16, provides initially very greedy sources, offering (in total) 400% load, which
accommodates a large initial transient All sources, start transmitting at t=O s, resulting in a Generator
Start Time of 0.0 s. Thus, the fOUf sources start sending simultaneously at t=O s.

Table 16: Case 2a traffic parameters

Characteristic Value
Number of sources 4
Generator Start Time 0.0 s (no start delay)
Traffic Type Persistent (continuous PCR)
Total offered 400% of PCR

Designation
ES1-ES4

In the second MAN-case, refer to Table 17, the sources start up directly after each other. This results in
a Generator Start Time of approximately 0.05 s (starting with ESI), meaning that the difference in time
between the two adjacent sources is 0.05 s. When all End Systems are sending at their PCR (at t=0.2 s),
the total offered load is 400% peR again.

Table 17: Case 2b traffic parameters

Characteristic Value
Number of sources 4
Generator Start Time 0.05 s (starting with ES1)
Traffic Type Persistent (continuous PCR)
Total offered 400% of PCR (after 0.20 s)

Desianation
ES1-ES4

In the third MAN-case the sources will be provided for more bursty sources, e.g. a simple on/off-source
for all sources. The Thigh_source] signifies the duration of an on- and an off-interval, as indicated by
Figure 13. The height of the on-state is PCR and the height of the off-state is PCR/20.

Table 18: Case 2c traffic parameters

Characteristic Value
Number of sources 4
Thigh_source1 0.01 s
Traffic Type On/Off (varying PCR-PCRl20)
Total offered 20-400% of PCR

Designation
ES1-ES4

Finally these simulations will be executed for the two extreme queue monitoring cases CI and ER, as
described in Figure 11. The operation shall also be executed for the CI+ER-operation. However, it is
more interesting to simulate both extremes for simulation-purposes.
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6.4.2. Parking Lot

Network topology:

II/femal Report

A #1 #2 #3
r

51 52 53 54

A
B
C
D

B c D

Switches 1 to 4 can represent LAN hub or transit nodes in MANIWAN. The links to the ES A, B, C,
and D are the End System (ES) links. Links #1, #2, and #3 are the backbone (BB) links.

Network parameters:
The primary parameters for this network are:

D I..D8 km length in km of End System link x (x=1..8)
D#i km length in km of backbone link #i
Rl ..R9 Mbps throughput rate of all links
PropDelay Ils/km propagation delay per km of the links

The primary parameters for a node are:
Threshold high t.b.d. cells
Threshold low t.b.d. cells
Max. Queue size t.b.d. cells

VC connectivity:
Four VCs (A,B,C and D) arrive at S4 via backbone link #3, as illustrated.

Motivation:
This model is employed, because
• A Parking Lot configuration imposes an unfair network topology on VCs located at different

l~ations, which is important to study the fairness of flow control schemes.
• Does the congestion avoidance method function well: in case of congestion in all backbone links 1 to

3, End System A will be ordered to decrease rate by switch 1,2, and 3. One decrease could have
been enough to loose the congestion. Thus the ES have to decrease their rates too fast.

• Of interest is whether the system converges to a fair throughput after the initial, large supply. 1be
amount of time it takes to reach this convergence, and the amount of buffers that are required to
avoid cell loss, is also interesting.

Objectives:
• Is zero cell loss achievable?
• Is fair bandwidth allocation accomplished?
• Is the link utilisation as expected?
• Are the Cell Delays reasonable?
• Is interoperability with CBR and VBR traffic possible?
• Will a large RTf degrades network perfonnance (cell loss)?
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How is this accomplished?
1. Detennine the node parameters Max. Queue Size, Threshold High and Threshold Low.
2. Simulate the given parking lot network by means of varying traffic conditions. The first simulations

will be for a LAN-environment, the second for a MAN and finally for a WAN.

Simulation 3 "LAN":
This simulation represents a simple LAN. In Table 19 the network parameter values for this LAN-case
are shown.

Table 19: Network Parameter values for LAN-simulations

Characteristic Value Designation
Topology Parking Lot
line rate 149.76 Mbps R1·R9
ES length 0.2 km 01-08
BB length 2.0 km 0#1,0#2,0#3
Cable Delay 5.0 J!SIkm
Line Service Time 2.831 us/cell (@149.76 Mbps)
PCR=LCR 353.477 cells/ms

For the LAN-simulation, one can distinguish three cases.
Case 3a, refer to Table 20, provides initially very greedy sources, offering a load of 200%, 300%,
400% for the backbones #1, #2, #3 respectively. All sources, start transmitting at t:::O S, resulting in
Generator Start Time of 0.0 s. Thus, the four sources start sending simultaneously at t:::O s.

Table 20: Case 3a traffic parameters

Characteristic
Number of sources
Generator Start Time
Traffic Type
Total offered

Value
4
0.0 s (no start delay)
Persistent (continuous PCR)
400% of PCR

Designation
A,B,C,D

The second LAN-case for the Parking Lot configuration is shown in Table 21. Now the sources will
start to transmit directly after each other, starting with ES D. Thus creating a very unfair situation,
because D will demand all bandwidth. The main question is whether ES A will get its fair share.

Table 21: Case 3b traffic parameters

Characteristic Value
Number of sources 4
Generator Start Interval 0.05 s (starting with D)
Traffic Type Persistent (continuous PCR)
Total offered 400% of PCR

Designation
A,B,C,D
D,C,B,A

The third LAN-case for the Parking Lot configuration is shown in Table 22. Now the sources will be
proVided for on/off sources, thus creating a more dynamic scene.

Table 22: Case 3c traffic parameters

Characteristic
Number of sources
Thigh_source1
Traffic Type
Total offered

Value
4
1~

On/off (varying PCR-PCRJ20)
5%·400% of PCR

Designation
A,B,C,D
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The Thigh_sourcel signifies the duration of an on- and an off-interval, as indicated by Figure 13. The
height of the on-state is PCR and the height of the off-state is PCR/20.

Simulation 4 ''MAN'':
1bis simulation represents the MAN network Parking Lot model.

Table 23: Network Parameter values for MAN-simulations

Characteristic Value Oesianation
Topology Par1<ing Lot
ES line rate 149.76 Mbps A,B,C,O
BB line rate 149.76 Mbps #1 #2 #3
ES length 50,20, 01 & 05, 02 & 06,

10,5km 03 & 07, 04 &08
BB length 50km 09
Cable Delay 5.0 Jlslkm
Line Service Time 2.831 J,tSIcell (@149.76 Mbps)
PCR=LCR 353.477 cellsls

Case 4a, MAN-case with four step functions starting at t=O, is shown in Table 24.

Table 24: Case 4a traffic parameters

Characteristic Value
Number of sources 4
Generator Start Time 0.0 s (no start delay)
Traffic Type Persistent (continuous PCR)
Total offered 400% of PCR

Designation
A,B,C,O

In the second MAN-case, refer to Table 25, the sources start up directly after each other. When all End
Systems are sending at their PCR, the total offered load is 400% PeR.

Table 25: Case 4b traffic parameters

Characteristic Value
Number of sources 4
Generator Start Time 0.05 s (starting with D)
Traffic Type Persistent (continuous PCR)
Total offered 400% of PCR (after 0.20 s)

Designation
A, B, C, 0

Finally these simulations will be executed for the two extreme queue monitoring cases CI and ER, as
described in Figure 11. The operation shall also be executed for the CI+ER-operation. For simulation
purposes however it is more interesting to simulate both extremes.

Appendix 3: Generic Faimess shows a third network configuration. 1bis configuration could be
interesting to simulate, because a situation can be created in which every switch will accommodate the
same amount of congestion. 1bis in contradiction to the Parking Lot configuration, whic~ initiates a
large congestion in switch 3 and the other switches remain quite empty. In this way, fairness can be
verified in a totally new situation: several switches, which all do experience congestion.
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6.4.3. Summary

The simulation plan can be summarised according to Table 26.

Table 26: Summary ofsimulations

Network Model Traffic Model Queue Monitoring
Case Description Sources Class
1a Two Node, LAN model 1 1. Tlow=/ow, Thigh=Max.queue (Cllow)
1b Two Node, LAN model 2 2. Tlow=high, Thigh=Max.queue (CI high)
1c Two Node, LAN model 3 3. Tlow=Thigh=/ow (ER low)
2a Two Node, MAN model 1 4. Tlow=Thigh=high (ER high)
2b Two Node, LAN model 2 5. Tlow=/ow, Thigh=high (CI+ER)
2c Two Node, LAN model 3
3a Parking Lot, LAN model 1
3b Parking Lot, LAN model 2
3c Parking Lot, LAN model 3
4a Parking Lot, MAN model 1
4b Parkina Lot, MAN model 2

Model I: all sources are provided with sources, acting as stepfunctions from ato PCR at t=O.
Model 2: all sources are provided with model 1 sources. However now the sources start up after each

other, with a difference in start interval of approximately 0.05 s.
Model 3: all sources are provided with on/off sources, all starting at t=O, with:

state on: PCR or PCRl2 duration state on: 0.01 seconds,
state off: PCRl20 duration state off: 0.01 seconds.

Actually every described case can and will be simulated for five different queue monitoring methods.

In this table the eventual simulations for the Generic Fairness network are not supported, because they
will not be simulated. The reason to include the Generic Fairness network is because it is very
interesting for future simulations, so the tcchnical description will be available then. Only the exact
simulations -in traffic model tenns- have to be defined at that moment.
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7. Simulatiolls

7. Simulations

7.1. Simulation Environment

The Block Oriented Network Simulator (BONes) is a software package for modelling and simulation of
communication networks. BONeS provides a graphical environment for modelling a network in tenus of
its topology, traffic, data (packet) structures and protocol functions. The network model is constructed
hierarchically and graphically using building blocks from the BONeS model library or using models
written in C. BONeS translates the network model into a C program, executes an event-driven Monte
Carlo sim~lation, computes performance measures, and displays the results graphically. BONeS can be
used for simulation-based design and analysis of a broad range of communication networks -such as an
ATM network-and related systems.

7.2. Implemented Parameters

TIlis section outlines the implemented parameters for the simulations. A distinction is made between the
Two Node top-level and lower levels parameters and the ones of the Parking Lot network. Naturally, a
lot of the functional ABR parameters will be used in the Two Node Network as well as in the Parking
Lot configuration.

7.2.1. Two Node

Figure 12 shows the top-level schematic of the Two Node network. As is visible. a number of
parameters is used. These are summarised below as the top-level parameters. Besides these there is a
number of parameters not visible at the top-level, because these are defined at the lower levels. For a
correct functioning of the flow control scheme it is necessary to identify these parameters as well.
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Top-level:

III ferllal Reporf

• High_source! is the value of the state High in seconds..
• LQW_sourcel is the value of the state /..L)w in seconds.
• Thigh_source! is the duration of the state High in seconds.
• Tlow_source! is the duration of the state Low in seconds.

These parameters are illustrated in Figure 13. It is obviously that this source can function as a
stepfunction by making High_source! equal to Low_sourcel. lbis source also meets the described
source-cases in section 6. Introduction to Simulations.
Source 1 as well as source 3 acts according to these parameters.

...-. .........
Thigh_source1 Tlow_source1

Figure 13: Parameters ofthe anioff-source

• Nnn is the Number of Resource Management used, as defined in section 6.3.1. ATM-Forum
baseline model.

• Measurement Interval (M.I.). A Measurement Interval is defined. Every M.1. a comparison takes
place, as follows. If the rate generated by the higher layer source is higher than the ACR, than the
ABR-source sends~with ACR (the instantaneous upper bound), otherwise the ABR-source sends
according to the rate of the higher layer protocol.
In this way the rate of the ABR-source (CCR), will never exceed the ACR, as demanded. Naturally
the ACR is also compared with the MCR and the PCR. The Measurement Interval should not be
too large.

• ICR! is the Initial Cell Rate of source 1 as defined in section 6.3.1. ATM-Forum baseline model.
• ICR2 is the Initial Cell Rate of source 2 as defined in section 6.3.1. ATM-Forum baseline model.
• ICR3 is the Initial Cell Rate of source 3 as defined in section 6.3.1. ATM-Forum baseline model.
• ICR4 is the Initial Cell Rate of source 4 as defined in section 6.3.1. ATM-Forum baseline model
• Start Intervall is the time it takes for source 1 to start transmitting. This value could also be zero.

No delay is incorporated in that case.
• Start Interval 2 is the time it takes for source 2 to start transmitting.
• Start Interval 3 is the time it takes for source 3 to start transmitting.
• Start Interval 4 is the time it takes for source 4 to start transmitting.
• High_source2, Low_source2, Thigh_source2, T1ow_source2

These four parameters are defined exactly the same as the ones with extension 1. The only
difference is that sources 2 and 4 act according to these parameters.

• Maximum Queue size is the maximum size of the queue. Defined is one queue per outgoing link.
• PCR is the Peak cell Rate as defined in section 6.3.1. ATM-Forum baseline model.
• Switch Computing Interval is the length of the interval after which a new switch computation is

established in case of congestion. This parameter is already defined in 6.3.3. Switch algorithm.
• Nr VC is the number of active VCs. In the Two Node network the instantaneous value is four.
• Threshold high is the value of the queue-threshold High as shown in Figure 11: Use of thresholds

in ABR queue.
• Threshold low is the value of the queue-threshold Low as shown in Figure 1J: Use of thresholds

in ABR queue.
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• BB Length is the length of the backbone in kilometres as defined in section 6.4.1. Two Node.
• ESt Length, ES2 Length, ES3 Length, ES4 Length are the lengths of the End Systems links in

kilometres, as defined in section 6.4.1. Two Node.

Lower-levels:

• MCR is the Minimum Cell Rate. The MCR is zero for all simulations, because of the use of the
Max.-Min fairness concept, as defined in 5.2.1. Max.-Min.

• AIR is the Additive Increase Rate, which is kept constant at PCRJ2900 according to [BoFe95].
• VCI is the number of the Virtual Channel. Every source-destination as depicted in 6.4.1. Two Node

corresponds to one YC.

7.2.2. Parking Lot
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Figure 14: Top-level schematic ofParking Lot configuration

The Parking Lot configuration uses essentially the same parameters as the Two Node network does.
lbis configuration encloses three switches and thus three times the queue parameters, i.e. Max. Queue
Size, Threshold High, and Threshold Low. These parameters are linked to the top-level parameters with
the same names.
In this network the High_source], Low_source], Thigh_source1, Tlow_source1 parameters are linked
to the sources 1 and 2. The same parameters with number 2 are linked to the sources 3 and 4.
The three intermediate backbone lengths do have the same length and are accordingly linked to the same
top-level parameter BB length.

7.3. Assumptions and implementation-choices

The specifications of the source [AF267], switch and destination, as specified in section 6. Introduction
to Simulations fonn the basis for the implementation-choices for the simulations. However, because of
the complexity of the service and the constraints of the simulationtool BONeS, some assumptions, trade
offs and constraints had to be made. In this section these assumptions are summarised and explained for
the Switch algorithm, Source, and Destination. The exact summary of the implementation of the several
modules can be found in the simulation-manual in Appendix 5.
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7.3.1. Switch

In/emal Report

The implementation of the switch is based on the choices described in section 6.3.3. Switch Algorithm.
This algorithm does not incorporate the capability to generate a backward RM-cell by the switch.
Figure 15 shows the schematic implementation of the described switch. In this example only three VCs
are multiplexed to one link. 111is link has a capacity of Link Cell Rate (LCR) and the cells arriving in
the queue will leave with the same LCR, independent of the queue-occupancy. Depending on the amount
of cells in the queue and depending on the value of the thresholds high and low, the ER-marking option
or the CI-marking option is used in the backward direction.

Queue

VC1
VC2
VC3

VC1
VC2
VC3

--f--~Multlplex

~_f-----IDemultlplex

RM-Processing ~-t--~Link with LCR

transmit at
LCR

1E------------+---lLinkwith LCR

Figure 15: Schematic representation switch

7.3.2. Source

The assumptions for the sources are:
• Higher layer protocols will provide the ABR-source for data. This means that the application is

dependent on the bitrate the source specifies, which is determined by the amount of congestion in the
network.
Implementation: The source-module is provided with one static and one dynamic generator. 1be
static acts as the prescribed source, e.g. an on/off generator, or a stepgenerator. The dynamic source
tries to follow the behaviour of the static, but decreases rate if the network demands so. The sending
rate of the dynamic generator is naturally the Current Cell Rate. This is schematically shown in
Figure 16.

Source

fE---1 Destinatk>n I

Figure 16: Schematic representation ofa source

• A Measurement Interval (M.I.) is defined. After this interval has elapsed, a comparison will be
accomplished:
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If the rate generated by the static generator is higher than the ACR, then the dynamic generator
sends with ACR (the instantaneous upper bound), otherwise the dynamic generator sends according
to the rate of the static generator.
Because the value of the Measurement Interval is kept very small, even less than Nrm, the dynamic
generator, and thus the ABR-source, shall never exceed the ACR. Naturally, the ACR is also
compared with the MCR and the PCR.

Above implementation is based on the fact that the CCR of the source (dynamic generator) never
may exceed the ACR determined by the network. Actually, this means:

if CCR~ACR then source sends with CCR
if CCR>ACR then source sends with ACR

• All rates are expressed in cells per second.
• The source inserts the CCR in the CCR-field in the forward RM-cells.
• The source should support a minimum ACR (one ceIUs). However, this has not been implemented

yet.
• The RM-cells are sent in-rate.
• The following is assumed:

EFCI=O is indicated by PTI=O
EFCI= I is indicated by PTI=2
RM-cell is indicated by PTI=6 (VC)

• The following ES-parameters are not implemented yet, because these parameters are not essential
for the basic functioning of the ABR-mechanism as for example the MCR is. They only provide for
a robust functioning in certain situations and they also introduce a lot of extra complexity. The
parameters are the following: Xrrn, TOF, Trrn, Mrm, RTT, and XDF.

7.3.3. Destination

'IiU CI _d DUt to Ii"

Tt-o...... 1__11 .........Cl ...... CI

r"

R_;_ d.f Ittl-...ll?

The destination checks the EFCI-field in every data-cell received. If EFCI=e the destination stores the
VCI-number and sets a
Congestion Indication
(VCI.CI = I) in a table.
If a forward RM-celi is
received, the table is
inspected, the CI is set to
the table's value and the
direction is changed to

Figure 17: destination as implemented in BONeS

backward for the appropriate VC.
In case of CI=O in the destination's table (by reception of only data-cells with EFCI=O), the destination
will not change this value.

7.3.4. Link

The implementation of the link is based on a Cable Propagation Delay of 5~. It is assumed that no
cell loss due to bit errors occurs. However, in practice there will be some bit errors. It is expected that
these bit errors will not influence the simulation results, because of the very low probability of bit

3 Because only ER-swilches have been implemented. the possibility EFCI=l is not used.
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errors. However, the simulation results are not valid anymore if -in practice- the link is of eXb'eme poor
quality,

7.3.5. Demultiplexer

As is obviously from Figure 12, the last switch in the forward direction is actually a demultiplexer. In
this module no congestion detection occurs, because it is assumed thaI the sum of the End Systems (ES)
capacities is always more than the backbone capacity. Thus no congestion avoidance is necessary: the
cells in the backbone can all -without congestion problems- be demultiplexed to the four ES-links.
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8. Expectations & Results

This section describes the expectations and the results of the previously described simulations.

8.1. Expectations

The defined simulation cases, refer to Table 26: Summary ofsimulations, are analysed with respect to
the simulation-targets, as summarised in 6.2. Objectives of Simulations. 1bis means that every
simulation will be judged based on:
• Fair bandwidth-allocation.
• Performance (considering cell loss, link-utilisation, and Cell Delay) of the mechanism; which

parameter values achieve a high performance?
• Fast network-response in case of heavy congestion.
• What are the necessary queue-sizes, and when do peaks in the filling of the queue occur?
• What are good values regarding the queue-thresholds.
• Network-stability.
• How long does it take to become a fair share of the available bandwidth for a new user, in case of

existing "heavy" users?
• For the functioning of the flow control mechanism, it is of interest, what the Round Trip Times are

for the RM-cells. However little can be concluded about the end-ta-end delay, which is of big
importance to the users, when measuring these RTT. Also, the question is: What is the influence of
the RTT on the performance of the ABR-mechanism?

A short list with evaluation-criteria can be extracted from the above summary of the primary and
secondary simulation-targets:
1. Network stability,
2. Performance (which parameter-values result in zero cell loss),
3. Usage of queue and value ofqueue-thresholds,
4. Value of the Round Trip Time (RTT),
5. Fairness.

8.1.1. Two Node Expectations

Source Model 14

The Two Node network, using the source Model 14, will experience from t=O heavy congestion, because
the four sources start transmitting with ICR=PCRl2 at the same time. This means the switch has to
handle 200% of the backbone-capacity.
Below the general expectations for this case are summarised:
1. Stability: Of course, stability can be measured in different ways. An instable queue, meaning a

queue with a very bursty filling, creates a very oscillatory RIT. Because of the oscillatory reception
of congestion notifications at the source, the source behaviour could become oscillatory too.
Though, by the reception of a very delayed RM-cell signalling congestion, the congestion could
have been disappeared already. The stability will be measured in the amount of oscillation detected
in the CCR of the four sending VCs.

4 refer to 6.4.3. Summary for this source definition.
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It is expected to achieve a higher stability in case of LAN than MAN. It is also expected to have a
higher stability when using the ER-congestion-detection instead of the CI-method, because the ER
option signals the exact fair share back to the sources. The sources will transmit with that new
Explicit Rate, if this ER is lower than the current ACR of the source.
In case of CI-congestion-deteetion, on the contrary, the switch will send a lot of CI=1 ("congestion
experienced") back to the sources during the congestion-interval. The sources will decrease rate
proportional to the current rate. However, this could mean that the rate is decreased below its fair
share and thus some time later the switch will experience no congestion at all. This results in
sending positive Congestion Indications back to the sources. Now the increase will be more than the
fair share, resulting in congestion at the switch. Thus it is expected that in this situation there will
be some form of frequency. The amplitude of this oscillation is likely to be influenced by the AIR,
RDF, and Nrm. The length of a wave is likely to be influenced by Switch Interval and the value of
the queue-thresholds.

2. Performance: To obtain zero cell loss it will be necessary to make the Max Queue Size large enough
to handle the initial large amount of cells. Because 200% of the LCR is offered, it is expected that
the backbone utilisation will be 100%. However this will be dependent on the queue thresholds,
whether ER or CI-notification is used and whether the MAN or LAN-configuration is used.

3. Queue: It is expected that a high low threshold will result in a high backbone utilisation, because
the amount of cells in the queue will not decrease to zero and thus the backbone can be provided
with cells all the time. However the delay will increase too (refer to issue 4).
It is also expected to have a very poor backbone-utilisation in case of thresholds which are chosen
too low, because the switch indicates congestion too early now; actually no congestion is
experienced. Especially in the MAN-case. low thresholds will result in very poor backbone
utilisation.

4. Round Trip Time (RTf): It is expected to have a large delay in case of high thresholds and thus
high queue-occupancy. On the contrary low delays will be experienced in case of low thresholds and
thus low queue-occupancy. A numerical delay-expectation can be computed and can be found
below. For this computation the Two Network is recalled with the link distances mentioned.

VC1
VC2
VC3
VC4

r k5r k 1In In

link2 Switch Link 9 Switch link 6

link 3 #1 #2 link 7
link 4 link 8

VC1
VC2
VC3
VC4

LAN:
MAN:

link 1..4 and link 5..8:
link 1,2,9:
link 2,6:

0.2 km,
50km,
20 km,

link 9:
link 3,7:
link 4,8:

2.0km
10 km
5 km

Figure 18: Two Node with link-lengths

LAN: All VCs do experience a delay of:
Propagation delay: 0.2 kIn x 4 links x 5 JlSec/km + 2 kIn x 2 links x 5 Ilseclkm = 0.024 ms,
Queuing delay: Q/353477. (with Q: number of cells in queue)

MAN: VCI experiences a delay of:
Propagation delay: 50 kIn x 6 links x 5 JlSec/km = 1.50 ms,
Queuing delay: Q/353477,
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To obtain the total delay (RTI) the following formula can be used:

1[9!'!:~'''!Y::F::Rrge~''~il:·I!I*i:9.Hljn~~'!I:::::::·::1

Table 27 shows the propagation delays for the Two Node as well as for the Parking Lot network.

Table 27: Expected propagation delays

values in ms Two Node Parking Lot
LAN VC1 0.024 0.064

VC2 0.024 0.064
VC3 0.024 0.044
VC4 0.024 0.024

MAN VC1 1.5 2.5
VC2 0.9 1.9
VC3 0.7 1.2
VC4 0.6 0.6

5. Fairness: Every source should become its fair share of 25% of the Link Cell Rate LCR x 0.95
(utilisation factor).
MAN: It is expected to have some differences in case of the MAN, because link I and link 5 are 10
times longer than link 4 and link 8.

Source Model 24

The four sources will, after the start-up of all sources, provide the switch for 400% of the backbone
capacity. TItis means that the Two Node network will experience heavy congestion after all sources
have started with ICR=PCR.
Below the general expectations are summarised for this source-model:
1. Stability: The stability will, as in the source Model I, measured by means of the oscillations in the

CCR.
Using the source Model 2, the situation won't be stable initially, because at regular time intervals a
new VC becomes active, thus destroying the stable bandwidth division. However, after all sources
have become active it is expected that the same stable situation is obtained as with the source model
1 circumstances. Thus every VC gets 25% of the available bandwidth with some oscillation, which
will depend on link-lengths, ER or CI congestion avoidance, etc.

2. Performance: It is expected that the amount of buffering required in order to achieve zero cell loss is
less when using the source Model I, because in this case at least 100% LCR is continuously
offered. The source Model 2 causes the supply of cells to be more distributed in time. TItis case
reaches convergence after start-up of a source, but every time this convergence is destroyed again
with the start-up of a new source. However, ultimately it is expected to realise a backbone
utilisation of 100%.
Important for the backbone-utilisation and for the zero cell loss are the values of the queue
thresholds.

3. Queue: Actually the same arguments can be used as in the first case. When the threshold is chosen
too low, the queue-occupancy is very low resUlting in a very poor backbone-utilisation.

4. RTT: Considering the RTf, the same values are acquired as with the four sources starting at t=O.
Thus refer to Table 27: Expected propagation delays for these values.
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5. Fairness: Initially, source 1 will get all bandwidth, because we remaining three sources are not
active. After 0.05 seconds source 2 is started, establishing a heavy congestion in the switch. 'This
means that the two sources have to divide the available bandwidth. 1bis is schematically shown in
Figure 19.

CCR vs. Time per VC

LCR·~---,

CCR1003~; ~g= :L::::::::::::::i ;_--,
0.25 x LCR .; ~ ~ --

j ~ ! I
startup source 1 startup source 4

~

Time

Figure 19: expectation ofCCR us. time for source model 2

8.1.2. Parking Lot Expectations

Source Model 14

The Parking Lot configuration is shown in Figure 20. In this figure, the LAN and MAN distances are
also denoted.

A #1 #2 #3 ~
81 82 83 84 ..

A
B
C
o

B C D
LAN: link A,B,C,D: 0.2km, link #1,#2,#3: 2.0 km
MAN: link A,#1,#2,#3: 50km, link C: 10 km

linkS: 20km, IinkD: 5km

Figure 20: Parking Lot with link-lengths

1. Network-stability: Probably it will take some time before stability is achieved in the MAN-case.
However when the four sources are all sending at PCR stability must be achieved, particularly in
case of the ER-method.

2. Performance: zero cell loss should be possible when the threshold values and ICR are chosen well
enough. The backbone utilisation is expected to look like Figure 21. TIlis is quite comprehensive,
because 400% LCR (all sources do have ICR=PCR) is offered at the backbone 3. 'This means every
VC will get one quarter of the available bandwidth at that point, which is one quarter of LCR x
0.95. When Backbone 2 will reach the heavy congestion state, switch 2 will compute its fair share.
Sources A, B, and C will get an ER of 33% of the LCR x 0.95. However switch 3 has already
computed a fair share of 25% of the LCR x 0.95, which is less than the fair share computed by
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switch 2. Thus resulting in a backbone utilisation of 3 x 25% = 75%. The same accounts for the
switch 1, which computes a fair share of 50%. In this way Figure 21 is obtained.

100 backbone 3

Utilisation

75 backbone 2
[% of LCR]

1
50 backbone 1

___--+~ Time [sec]

Figure 21: Expected backbone utilisation

Naturally, a LAN will have a more stable behaviour than the MAN-configuration. However even in
the MAN-case the bandwidth should be divided evenly, as shown in the above figure.

It is necessary to make the buffers large enough to guarantee zero cell loss. Especially in case of
four sources starting simultaneously, with ICR=PCRl2.

3. Queue: The expected backbone utilisation can only be achieved if the thresholds are not chosen too
low, especially in the MAN-case. On the other hand, the threshold low should not be chosen too
high either, because of the possibility ofcell loss.

4. The values for the Round Trip Time will differ strongly for YCI and YC4, because of the large
differences in link-lengths.
Table 27 shows the expected propagation delays for the Two Node as well as for the Parking Lot
network.

5. Fairness: In all configurations the fairness must be assured; every source gets 25% x LCR x 0.95.

Source Model 24

1. Network stability: again, more stability is expected with the ER-method and with the CI-method
using a threshold low, which is large enough.

2. Performance (which parameter-values result in zero cell loss): Figure 22 indicates the expected
backbone utilisation for source model 2 and a Parking Lot network. The TO..T3 denote the start-up
of source D, source C, source B, respectively source A at last.

1llis figure is accomplished as follows. When, at t=Tl, source C joins source D as active source,
the available bandwidth is divided by two at switch 3, resulting in 50% utilisation at switch 2,
which only has one active YC. At t=1'2 source B becomes an active source. 1bis results in 33% of
LCR x 0.95 at switch 3, because this switch will remain in heavy congestion with 300% of LCR
offered to switch 3. Now the backbone utilisation of switch 2 will be 2 x 33.3% = 67%. By that line
ofreasoning the backbone utilisation for source A (at t=T3) is computed.
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Figure 22: Expected utilisation for source model 2

3. Queue: it is expected that the queue-occupancy of switch 3 is the most important for the fair
division of the available bandwidth, because every time switch 3 lowers the ER to the lowest value
of the three switches. The same accounts for the CI-method. When switch 3 is generating CI=l and
the other two switches CI=O, the sources do have to decrease rate.

4. RTf: again the values for the propagation delays are summarised in Table 27.
5. Fairness: every source should get its fair share, with the current implementation this signifies 25%

of the LCR x 0.95. Even in the MAN-configurations, with source D starting first and source A
starting at last this fairness should be satisfied.

8.2. Simulation Results

The results of the in section 6.4.1. Two Node presented test-cases will be described in this section.

The simulation results will not be presented following the structure according to section 8.1.
Expectations. This will be too long-winded. However, the results will presented using the five
evaluation criteria: Network stability, performance, queue and queue-thresholds, Round Trip Time
(RTI) and propagation delays. and fairness. Relevant figures of useful simulations will be showed.

8.2.1. Stability

Several simulations have been performed to study the differences in stability. Of course the results are
compared with the described expectations in section 8.1. Expectations.

Table 28 summarises the used parameter values and the indications of some relevant simulations which
are performed to study the stability. The ICR is kept constant at PCR/2 during the simulations when
using the source Modell. The ICR remains constant at PeR when using the source Model 2.

Besides the ICR, only the threshold-values Thigh and Tlow change for the different simulations, as
shown in Table 28. This table lists the -in this section used- figures and the corresponding parameter
values.

The parameter T,IOW only denotes the time simulated.
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Simulation Tlow Thigh FiQure number
Case1a CI 1 500 23a
Case1a CI 200 500 23b
Case1a CI 30 500 24
Case1a ER 30 30 24
Case1b ER 100 100 25a
Case1b CI 125 500 25b

Simulation Tlow ThiQh FiQure number
Case4b CI 400 500 26
Case4b ER 400 400 26
Case1a CI 80 500 27a
Case2a CI 80 500 27b
Case1b CI 200 500 28
Case1b CI 200 500 29

Influence Threshold:

With reference to Figure 23, which uses source Modell, it is clarified that a low threshold low (23a)
results in a very instable behaviour, whereas the high Tlow (23b) results in a stable behaviour. lbis can
be explained, because the Tlow=J is a value which is too low, resulting in a switch generating
congestion indications too soon; actually no congestion has occured. This is assured by the fact that the
CCR remains under its theoretical fair share of 155 Mbps x 0.95)/4=36.8 Mbps for this Tlow=1.
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It is stressed that for every presented simulation and figure in this section, the data can be found in
Table 28.

When simulating the same configuration using the same Tlow=30, a very remarkable difference in
stability is obtained. Figure 24 shows this difference. Two simulations are performed. Both simulations
are stable, however the height and length of the waves are quite different using ER or CI. A situation,
with a little oscillation is obtained by using ER, in contrast to CI, which creates a large oscillation
around its theoretical fair share.

This is also indicated by the simulation with the source Model 2. Refer to Figure 25.
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Interllal Report

The source Model 2 shows initially two active sources, dividing the available bandwidth by two. The
same happens when three, respectively four sources are active: the available bandwidth is divided by
three. respectively four.
Remarkably, Figure 25 shows again the large difference in oscillation for the ER-method (25a) and the
CI-method (25b). If a very stable behaviour -with little vibrations- is wished, the ER-method will be
preferred.

It is obviously, that the height of the oscillation in Figure 25 regarding CI decreases when more VCs
become active. Because of more cells offered in a shorter period, the threshold low is reached earlier
and thus, the sources have to decrease rate earlier resulting in lower oscillations.
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TIlis is strengthened by case4b (parking Lot) in MAN-configuration, Figure 26. Even this case, using
three switches in cascade, regulates a stable situation, with little oscillation for the ER-method.
Evidently, the CI-method creates a situation, which exhibits a constant oscillation but also exhibits a
large deviation from its theoretical fair share.
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Of interest is whether the link length influences the stability. Figure 27 shows that even in case of
varying link lengths (MAN case) the bandwidth allocation remains quite stable. Both simulations are
performed in a Two Node network, using Tlow=80. However, it is also obviously that the oscillations
do increase using a MAN-environment (27b).
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Above simulations justify the following conclusions regarding the stability:
• The value of the low threshold determines the stability of the bandwidth allocation. A low threshold

results in a bad stability. Refer to Figure 23.
• ER provides for a far more stable behaviour regarding the amount of the oscillation, in contrast

with the CI method. Refer to Figure 25 and Figure 26.
• More active VCs results in lower oscillations for every Vc. Refer to Figure 25.
• The larger the link-lengths, the greater the oscillations in the bandwidth allocation to every VC.

Refer to Figure 27.
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Using source Model 2 simulations, stability is achieved directly after the sta11-up of the last source, as
expected. Source Model I provides for stability after the initial transient has left. This time can be
minimised by reducing the value of the ICR, thus directly creating a stable situation.

Especially the CI-simulations show oscillation. The amount of oscillation can be influenced by selecting
different parameter values. Hereafter several important influences are denoted.

Influence of RDF:

It is demonstrated that a higher RDF results in a lower amplitude (28a), because now the rate decrease
is faster and thus the threshold Tlow is reached earlier. Even the utilisation of the backbone (28b),
expressed as Percentage of the Link Cell Rate (LCR), is better now. This can be explained as follows:
the CCR of the VCs decreases to a lower value than before. Thus the queue is emptied less soon,
resulting in a higher backbone utilisation.

This is illustrated in Figure 28.
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Figure 28: Influence ofRDF on stability (a) and utilisation (b)

Influence Switch Interval (SI):

Figure 29 shows the influence of the parameter Switch Interval. It is demonstrated that a lower value
results in a more fair and more stable division of the available bandwidth (29a). A high SI-value means
a slow update of the ER-values. Suppose a congestion situation has elapsed and the switch interval not
yet. This means an incorrect, low value of the ER, resulting in a deeper rate decrease and thus a more
worse backbone-utilisation, again expressed as percentage of the total LCR of the backbone (29b).
Thus, it is recommended to weigh very exactly against another the advantages of a high value of the SI
(less processing/computing) and the disadvantages (less precisely and less backbone utilisation).
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The following conclusions are supported now:
• A high RDF factor results in a fast rate decrease and thus in a smaller oscillation for the CI-method.

Consequently a better performance is achieved.
• A large switch interval results in less processing, but also results in slower response in case of

congestion and thus in a bad performance.

Of course, all parameters do have their influence, which has been researched. These conclusions can be
summarised as follows:
• A small AIR results in a fast rate increase and thus in smaller oscillations for the CI-method. An

AIR should not be too large, because of large instabilities.
• Less RM-cells transmitted (a large Nrm) means a slower reaction in case of heavy congestion and

thus a bad performance and worst case, cell loss.

8.2.2. Performance

Table 29 summarises the used parameter values and the indications of some relevant simulations which
have been performed to study the performance. The ICR is kept constant at PCRl2 during the
simulations when using the source Model I. The ICR remains constant at PCR when using the source
Model 2.

Simulation Tlow Thigh Figure number Simulation Tlow Thigh Figure number
Case4b CI 400 500 30 Case1b CI 30 500 34
Case1/LCI 200 500 31 Case1b ER 30 30 34
Case4b CI 1 500 32a Case1a CI 1 500 35
Case4b_CI 400 500 32b Case1a CI 200 400 35
Case1a 30 30/500 33a Case3b CI 200 500 36a
Case1a 1 1/500 33b Case3b ER 200 200 36b
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In Table 29 the parameter values are summarised. Again it is stated, that besides the ICR, only the
threshold-values Thigh and Tlow are changed dUring the different simulations.

Cell Loss

Zero cell loss is obtained by keeping the Maximum Queue Size constant at 1000. This queue size would
not suffice in case of a high initial transient, a MAN-configuration (and thus large response time) and in
case of thresholds which are not dimensioned properly.

Figure 30 demonstrates an example with 360 celIs lost At t=O, 0.01, 0.05, and 0.09 seconds a new
source becomes active. lhis explains the peaks at those points of time. After the second source has
become active (t>0.01 s), the ER-mechanism first signals its congestion indications back to the source
(Thigh=500). After exceeding the Thigh, the CI method starts signalling congestion. Finally, when the
queue is emptied lower than 400, positive indications are signalled to the source, which increases the
ACR of the source-rate stepwise. However the positive indications do reach the sources too late,
because of the long response times in a MAN, which results in a total emptied queue. The second peak
is already lower than the first, because the initial high transient has disappeared.
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Figure 30: Cell loss in Parking Lot (MAN)

The third peak is caused by the start up of source 3, again with a very high ICR. The same happens
when source 4 starts sending.
Several things can be concluded. The filling of the queue is very large, in case of large response-times,
the threshold is dimensioned too high (Tlow=400) and ICR=PCR.

Apparently, the used queues should be big enough, especially in a MANIWAN-configuration, and the
threshold value should be dimensioned in relation to RTT of the link switch-source and the number of
active sources. The value of the ICR should not be too large either. 1bis is illustrated in Figure 31.

This case shows an ICR=PCRl2 in the LAN-eonfiguration with four sources starting at the same
moment, resulting in a initial queue occupancy of near 600 cells, whereas the mean queue occupancy is
only approximately 175!

Thus the size of the queue and the queue thresholds are dependent on the number of VCs starting to
transmit simultaneously and the length of the corresponding links.
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In the MAN-configuration the amount of cells in the ES-link of VC1 is: 50 oX 5,1O-{; =88.3 cells.
1/353477

Where: 50lan
5E-6 s/km
1/353477 slcells

: the length of link ES A-switch,
: propagation delay in ES-link,
: transmit-delay per cell.

When the threshold low is chosen significantly lower than 2 x 88.3 = 176.6, the switch will signal a
situation o~ non congestion, according to VC 1. lbis will result in a situation of a low backbone
utilisation.
When the threshold low is chosen crucially larger than 176.6, the switch will signal a situation of heavy
congestion too late, thus causing cell loss. 'This effect is of course more intense in a MAN-configuration
with large RTf than in a LAN.
It is stressed that this value of 176.6 is not the ideal-value, because only one source is included in the
computation. Besides that, the Nrm=32 value creates another delay. Finally the difference in RIT for
e.g. VCl and VC4 creates another amount of cells in the link.
1his value 176.6 is only an indication when one ES is active and gives also an idea of the amount of
cells 'buffered' in the links in case of the MAN-configurations.

1his statement is supported by [HuH095], which also relates the buffer-sizes to the number of active
End Systems and the number of cells delayed by a link (Round Trip Time of the link switch-source).

Computing the number of cells in the link of the LAN~onfiguration results in a value of approximately
one. TIlls accounts for the very good backbone utilisation in case of the ER-method in the LAN
networks as shown in Figure 33, for example.

Utilisation

Figure 32 shows that difference. Figure 32a shows the results, in a Parking Lot network (CI), for a
Tlow=] (very low). It is obviously that the utilisation is very bad, because the switch starts signalling
congestion too soon. Figure 32b shows the same simulation for Tlow=400. Because the ICR was kept
low in the 32b-case, cell loss did not occur, otherwise cells would have been lost It is stressed that the
utilisation is expressed as percentage of the total LCR.
The case as shown in Figure 32b is exactly according to the expectations as described in 8.1.2. Parking
Lot Expectations.
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It is obviously that the backbone utilisation is significantly better in case of the ER-method using the
same Tlow=30 (33a). This is demonstrated in Figure 33.
Case 33a shows a 100% backbone utilisation using the ER-method for Tlow=30 and case 33b
illustrates a backbone utilisation of near 100%, even in case of the extreme low threshold Tlow=l. In
both cases, it is obviously that the CI-method perfonns much worse.
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In Figure 34, the backbone utilisation is illustrated using source Model 2 for the CI- and ER-method.
Concluded is that the utilisation in case of CI is also very poor using source Model 2. The other
characteristics are: Tlow = 30 value. Two Node network, LAN-configuration.
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Apparently, a higher threshold results in a higher backbone utilisation and also a low threshold results in
a poor backbone utilisation. However this effect is less strong for the ER-method, which performs even
for very low thresholds remarkably well. This is already shown in the past figures.
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Figure 35 illustrates the difference in backbone
utilisation using a low and a high value of Tlow,
regarding the CI-method.

Simulations in MAN-configurations and with the CI
congestion avoidance method show also that a low
threshold, which are configured much lower than the
number of cells in a link, will perform significantly
bad.
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Figure 35: Difference in utilisation for CI,
at Tlow=1 and Tlow=200

Finally, the backbone utilisation -using the Parking Lot configuration- is demonstrated in Figure 36.
Again the enormous difference in backbone utilisation between the CI- (36a) and ER-method (36b) is
unmistakably. Once more, the bandwidth division is according to the expectations in section 7.4.2.
Parking Lot Expectations.
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Conclusions:
• By making the queue-threshold too low, a very bad bandwidth utilisation is obtained.
• The ER-method performs better than the CI-method with the same Tlow, considering backbone

utilisation.
• Heavy congestion situations are solved without problems.
• Zero cell loss is obtained when the ICR is kept small. A guideline could be: the ICR is the available

bandwidth divided by the number of active YCs.
• Zero cell loss can also be guaranteed by dimensioning the thresholds in relation to the RIT of

source-switch (and thus in relation to the link lengths) and the number of active YCs. An indication
for the value of the threshold is: compute number of cells in link, and multiply this number by two.
Take the number of active sources also into account.

8.2.3. Queue

This section outlines the usage of the queue.
As already stated in the sections before this one, loss of cells is mainly caused by the difference in
response times for the MAN and for the LAN. Another reason is the value of the threshold. And finally
remains the value of the ICR. The first two reasons are clarified with the following figures: Figure 37
and Figure 38.

The simulation, as illustrated in Figure 37, uses the Parking Lot MAN (37a) vs. LAN (37b)
configuration with the source Model 2: case4b_CI vs. case3b_CI. It is obviously that the number of
cells in queue 3 for the MAN-configuration is more than in the LAN-ease and that the time it takes to
empty the queue again is also larger. Remarkably, the big peaks are caused by every new source
starting up (at t=O, 0.01, 0.05, and 0.09 s).

Queue 1 connects source 1 and source 2. The link source 1 to switch contains approximately 18 cells
and the link source 2 to switch about 35 cells. This means, that the Tlow should be about (2 x 18) + (2 x
35) = 106 cells.
In the same way queue 2 has to account for the cells of the tlu'ee active sources YC I, YC2, and YC3.
ES-link 3 contains about 71 cells. resulting in a minimum of about 248 for Tlow for the three active
VCs connected to queue 2.
In the same way, queue 3 has to account for the extra cells provided by YC4, resulting in 530 cells for
the Tiow for tile four active YCs connected to queue 3.
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Two impOltant conclusions are:
• Dimension the thresholds of the queues in relation to the total lengths of the links from switch to

source and back.
• Do not make the ICR too large, though high ICRs result in high initial queue occupancy, resulting

in instabilities, especially for the Cl-method.
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Figure 37: Difference in queue-occupancy for MAN (a) us. LAN (b) at the same 11ow=400

Figure 38 shows the difference in the number of cells in the queue for a low threshold and a high
threshold, concerning the case4b_CI.
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Again it is suggested to relate the threshold to the delays, introduced by the different link-lengths.

Assumed is a Parking Lot configuration, MAN, Tlow=400 and Thigh=500. The mean queue
occupancy is measured and displayed in Figure 39. The mean is determined from zero to Tnow.
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In the Parking Lot simulations the assumption to link threshold low as well as threshold high to the
corresponding parameters for every queue, is made. TIlis means that Tlow=400 is valid to all queues.

Figure 39 shows a huge mean queue occupancy for queue 3, because switch 3 processes four ves,
which also accommodates the largest response times. These response times are caused by the long
distances from VC1 and VC2 to switch 3. This in contrary to switch I, which processes only Vel and
VC2 Above that, the distances are shorter from the VC1 and VC2 to the switch.

Thus, the initial idea to link the thresholds to the same value, is wrong. Belter is to define separate
queue parameters for each switch. In this way it is possible to create a situation with almost identically
fIlled queues, because of the choice of parameter values in relation to the specific switch-situation.
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Figure 39: Difference in queue occupancy for the three queues

The following can be concluded:
• Define separate queue parameters for every queue and determine its unique values.
• In order to avoid a large filling of the queues, do make the ICR low enough.
• Relate the threshold to the total Round Trip Time switch-source -and thus to the lengths of the

links- and to the number of active VCs.

The LAN cases show a very stable behaviour for the queue. The ER-method (4Ob) is more stable than
the CI-method (4Oa). It is notably that the mean queue occupancy is around its low threshold. This is
illustrated in Figure 40. The peaks are caused by the new sources starting up, according to the source
Model 2

This idea can be observed in many other cases too. TIlis means that, especially in LAN-cases, the ER
method is very predictive, as follows. In LAN-eases the number of cells in the ES-links is around I,
meaning that a Tlow=30 would suffice to absorb the little oscillations. The mean queue occupancy lies
around this 30 resulting in a backbone utilisation of 100%. Only in case of a new source starting up
with a high ICR, the stability of the queue is disturbed.
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Conclusion:
• On the understanding that the ICR is around its fair share, the ER-method provides for a very

predictive behaviour in LAN-networks. The Tlow can be chosen very low (based on its RTI from
switch-source), resulting in a 100% backbone utilisation and a low delay of every cell, because of
the low mean queue occupancy. TIlls in contrary to the CI-method, which causes very bursty and
less predictive behaviour.

8.2.4. Round Trip Time

Propagation Delays

In section 8././. Two Node Expectations the expectations were presented for the RTI. In this section
these expectations are compared with the measurements in order to judge whether or not the delays are
as they should be. Besides that, the RTI of the RM-cells is measured, because the delay for the RM
cells should not be too large either, to provide for a robust functioning of the service.

Table 27: Expected propagation delays summarises the expected propagation delay for the Two Node
network as well as for the Parking Lot network.
To compute the RIT it is necessary to account for the number of cells in the queue.

Several examples will be elaborated. Figure 41 shows the RTI for the caselb_ER simulation. The
corresponding queue occupancy has already been displayed in Figure 40 (b).

At t=0.065 seconds, one peak of height 0.442 msec is visible. The propagation delay can be computed
as follows: Figure 40 shows about 148 cells in the queue at that moment, resulting in a queuedelay of
0.418 ms.
Thus prop. delay = total delay - queue delay = (0.442 - 0.418) ms = 0.023 ms at t==O.065 s.

Table 30 shows about the same value concerning the Prop. Delay.
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The MAN-simulations do have four different delays for the four ves, because of the different link
lengths for every Vc. Thus at the hand of one simulations, four delays can be verified.

Table 30: Expected us. measured propagation delays

values in ms Two Node Parking Lot
exPected measured exPected measured

LAN VC1 0.024 0.024 0.064 0.067
VC2 0.024 0.024 0.064 0.067
VC3 0.024 0.024 0.044 0.053
VC4 0.024 0.024 0.024 0.027

MAN VC1 1.5 1.50 2.5 2.38
VC2 0.9 0.89 1.9 1.78
VC3 0.7 0.69 1.2 1.18
VC4 0.6 0.59 0.6 0.61

By means of Figure 42, using source Modell. it is possible to compute the propagation delays for the
Two Node MAN in the same way as with the Two Node LAN. Figure 42b shows the number of cells in
the queue. The propagation delay is computed based on the mean of 6 computations: at t=0.002, 0.017,
0.03, 0.034, 0.04, and 0.046 seconds. Based on these values the measured values, as stated in Table 30,
were computed.
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Figure 42: Case2a_ER, RTT (a) and number ofcells in queue (b)

The same is done for the Parking Lot LAN and MAN (Figure 43).
Figure 43 shows the RTI vs. time for the Parking Lot MAN (a) and LAN (b) in case of usage of the
source Model 2. The corresponding queue behaviour for the MAN-case, respectively LAN can be found
in Figure 37a, respectively Figure 37b.

The way to compute the propagation delay in the Parking Lot MAN case, Figure 43a, is displayed
below:
Take a look at t =0,054 seconds. At this time only VC2, VC3 and VC4 are active.
Figure 37a shows the number of cells in the queue for queue 3, queue 2 and queue 1 at that time. The
following values can be acquired: queue 3 holds 478 cells, queue 2 holds 159 cells and queue 1 is
empty.
From Figure 43 (a), the following, measured total delay times are obtained:
VC4: 0.00198 s. VC3: 0.00301 S, and VC2: 0.00372 s.

The total delay values as well as the queue occupancies are obtained by enlarging the figures in BONeS.
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The propagation delays are computed as follows:

Interl/al Report

VC4: 0.00198 -

VC3: 0.00301 -

VC2: 0.00198 -

478 = 0.628 ms
353477

478+159 = 1.208 ms
353477

478+159 = 1.92 ms
353477

VC4 is not using queue 2. This explains why this queue delay is not included in the computation for
VC4.

In the same way the propagation delays are computed for other points as well. The mean values are
summarised in the Table 30 again. An identical protocol is used for the computation of the propagation
delays in a Parking Lot LAN.

It is obviously that the propagation delays are as expected.

Total Delay (RTf)

Of importance for the user is of course the value of the total delay. The most stringent, practical delay
requirements are the ones for telephony. These are 20 ms (end-to-end).
Other applications, such as video, do have less stringent delay requirements. Especially the data
applications do not have any delay requirements at all, however delay should be minimised.

Concerning the measurements of the delays and the implications for applications, the following has to be
noticed. The measured RTf, is the RTf at the lowest level, the network level. Not included, but still
very important for the user-applications, are the delays experienced at the sources, because of buffering.
This kind ofdelays has to be measured at a higher level.
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Figure 44: Caselb_ER. Tlow=l us. Tlow=30 using source Model 2

The following statements are the outcome of this and other simulations:
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• There is barely any difference in RTf for the CI and ER method. TIlls is quite embarrassing,
considering the better perfOlmance of the ER-method regarding backbone utilisation, fairness, and
the stable queue occupancy.

• Low thresholds result in low delays, because of the low queuing delay.
• Because of the more stable queue occupancy, the RIT for the ER-method is also more stable

around one value than the CI-method is.
• It is obviously that the queue can have a large impact on the total RTf. In a network the total delay

is almost equal to the propagation delay when using a low threshold. However using a high
threshold results in large queuing delays, which results in RIT up to 8 ms using the Parking Lot
configuration VCl (= 500 kilometres) and with a Tlow=400.

• Thus, it is very important to dimension the threshold to the lowest value, to provide for a 100%
backbone utilisation and to guarantee a very low delay, e.g. a total delay which approaches its
propagation delay.

• The total measured RTf, and as a consequence the end-to-end (is minimal the half of the RTf,
because of the queuing delay) delays seems to be of no problem with regard to potential data
applications and even for telephony in a MAN. One should however not exclude the extra delays
introduced by the buffering at the source of the data, which is ordered to wait by the congested
network.

8.2.5. Fairness

Fairness is assured in a LAN. Refer to Figure 23. It is obviously that the difference between the actual
CCR and its theoretical fair share of (155 Mbps x 0.95)/4=36.8 Mbps is large in case of an extreme low
Tlow (23a). lllis in contrast with Tlow;:200 (23b). In this case, the CCR for every of the four VCs
oscillates around its fair share. Summarising, the bandwidth division in case of a low Tlow is instable,
in contrast with a high Tlow, which is more stable. However, both cases are fair, though the four YCs
do share the available bandwidth evenly, especially in case of the Tlow=200. This is concluded by
looking at the very narrow difference in the CCR for VCI, VC2, VC3 as well as VC4 in Figure 23.

TItis is also indicated by the simulation with the source Model 2. Refer to Figure 25. CI (25b) seems
very fair as well as ER (25a). This is strengthened by other simulations. The only disagreement is the
quite large difference between CI and ER in deviation from the theoretical fair share, the so-called
oscillations.

However, the biggest distortion in fair allocation was found when studying the CCR of Figure 27. TItis
case shows the influence of long link-lengths to the fairness. As is visible, the bandwidth allocation in
the MAN-case is clearly less fair than the LAN-case. Again, this is strengthened by using CI-signalling.

Above apparently different simulations justify the following conclusions:
• Fairness is assured. This means, that exactly the same amount of bandwidth is allocated to every

VC, especially in a LAN-environment.
• There is quite any difference observed concerning Fairness when using the ER or CI-method. The

only observed difference is the more stable behaviour of the bandwidth allocation Using ER.
Likewise, fairness is guaranteed as long as every VC gets the same amount of bandwidth.

• Even in case of usage of an extremely low Tlow, fairness is achieved in case of ER. Oppositely to
CI, which allows little unfair bandwidth allocations in case oflow Tlow.

• The longer the link-lengths, the less fair the bandwidth allocation is. Usage of segmented networks
could contribute to solVing this problem, because of the shorter link-lengths then.
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9. Conclusions & Recommendations

9.1. Conclusions

ABR is a promising service. Besides potential support of already commercial Local Area Network
(LAN) interconnect services, and possible usage of ABR in LAN-environments, it seems that ABR
could potentially support a large amount of data-applications. However a lot of problems involving the
underlying mechanisms need to be resolved first. TIlis investigation fonns a first step in getting a better
insight in the problems and solutions.

The evaluation of several flow control mechanisms underlying the ABR service shows that the Rate
Based method is to be preferred, based on complexity, number of buffers required, compatibility with
installed base ATM-products, tariffing and finally the support of the ATM Forum to the Rate Based
mechanism.

However, the Rate Based approach leaves a lot of room for personal definition and own implementation,
according to fairness and more generally concerning the exact switch operation.
Conceptually, MCR+(equal-share-weightedJ fairness is the most complete solution. Because of the
primary interest in the overall functionality of the ABR service, the less complex Max.-Min. fairness has
been implemented.
Concerning the switch operation, the backward method has been implemented defining two thresholds
and using Explicit Rate (ER) as well as Congestion Indication (CI). The implementation choices and
other relevant issues are also summarised in this report. The conclusions as a result of the simulations
are summarised below.

The simulations have been performed using a configuration with one switch and with three switches in
cascade, offering different kinds of traffic, and using several LAN and MAN-configurations. Several
general results are:
• It is recalled that switches supporting extremely high bitrates require fast computation. By the

introduction of the parameter Switch Interval, the switch has to compute the new rates only
periodically in case of congestion, thus supporting high speeds with less computation in the switch.
It is concluded that the introduction of this Switch Interval is relevant, because the operator can
make his own decision abOut the precision ofoperation or the amount of switch-computation.

• Zero cell loss can be obtained by reducing the value of the startup rate ICR. A reliable guideline
could be: equalise ICR to the available bandwidth divided by the number of active VCs, for every
VC starting to transmit.

• Above that. the threshold low (TlowJ, which determines the moment of starting the generation of the
backward Congestion Indications, should be related to the link lengths (Round Trip Time (RTF) of
the link switch-source) and the number of active ves. TIlls is also supported by [HuH095].

• It is demonstrated that the RTTs are exactly as expected. No significant difference in delay is
observed between ER and CI. The queue-filling does have a large impact on these delays.

• It is also concluded that the total R1Ts, which imply a low end-to-end delay, for the MAN are so
small that even telephony would be possible using ABR, assuming that the extra delays introduced
by source-buffering are minimal. TIlis source delay could be quite large in case of a higher layer
protocol providing the source with a lot of data-cells, and on the other hand a low allowable source
rate (ACRJ, because ofcongestion in the network which results in rate reduction at the source by the
feedback-mechanism.
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• Fairness: In general, the fairness is guaranteed, despite the instable behaviour in several
circumstances. Especially LAN-configurations provide for fairness. Only in very extreme
situations, like Tlow:} and long link-lengths, the bandwidth allocations becomes less fair.

• Several extreme traffic-situations are created and solved without problems, such as heavy
congestion in a MAN. Above that, a just now beginning VC can acquire its fair share without any
problem, in case of existing heavy congestion.

It is obviously that the differences between the ER and the CI method of congestion detection and
notification are quite significant, according to:
• Stability: The ER way of congestion avoidance provides for a far more stable behaviour than the

CI-method does. The stability is directly influenced by the link-lengths, the value of now, the value
ofS}, RDF, AIR, and Nrm, as is proved.

• Performance: Owing to the more stable filling of the queue, the ER-method is capable of achieving
100% backbone utilisation in case of a very low now. Likewise zero cell loss is achieved with
small queue sizes for ER. Thanks to this low mean queue occupancy, a low RTF of the RM-cells
results, only slightly larger than the unavoidable round trip propagation delay. The values of now,
and ICR should be chosen properly.

Based on these two arguments the ER-based congestion-detection method is preferred. The CI-method
offers definitely less performance.
Using the same line of reasoning, it is also expected that the EFCI-based switches will even perform
more worse than the CI-based switches. because the EFCI-switches provide for a forward congestion
avoidance (FECN), resulting in a longer delay and a longer response (and larger queues). Only in case
of heavy congestion, the EFCI-switch uses the backward method (BECN) to signal the Congestion
Indications directly to the source, which will perform corresponding to CI. Finally the EFCI-mechanism
provides only for a stepwise decrease and increase oftheACR of the source. [AFI04] confirms that the
rate decrease using EFCI is too slow.

Concerning the fairness-mechanism is concluded that the Max.-Min method is a very simple, quite
efficient, bandwidth allocation mechanism. However no MCR is supported and no comparison with the
CCR takes place, resulting in a less efficient use of the backbone in case of a CCR lower than the ER
computed by the switch.

[BoFe95] shows several simulation results too, using the Max.-Min fairness. [BoFe95] simulated ER as
well as EFCI. In accordance with the in this report described simulations, ER exhibited more stability in
contrast to EFCI, which disclosed to be very oscillatory.

The implementation of ABR, assuming several assumptions and constraints, is available in BONeS.
This implementation is described more extensively in Appendix 5. Naturally, this implementation can be
used for other investigations as suggested in 9.2. Recommendations.

9.2. Recommendations

Concerning fairness it is recommended to implement the extended switch algorithm (See Appendix 4:
Extended switch algorithm). This algorithm provides for the MCR+equal-share-weighted and
compares the New Rate computed by the switch with the CCR of the corresponding VC thus avoiding
over-allocation by the switch resulting in the most efficient usage of the backbone.

Concerning the RTF it is recommended to simulate the service in an extreme large network with more
VCs than the four till now. The problem is that an enormous amount ofparameters has to be defined for
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every VC, for every link and for every switch used, resulting in a proportional increase of required
memory-capacity, simulation-time and processing-time.

Concerning the Tlow it is recommended to relate this parameter to the RTF and the number ofactive
VCs. lbis has to be done to avoid a too low Tlow resulting in very poor backbone utilisation or a too
high Tlow resulting in possible cell loss and large delays. 1bis is also confirmed in [HuH095].

The parameters Xrm, TOF, Trm, Mrm. RTF, and XDF are not implemented. After all, it is
recommended to append those parameters to the final implementation. Above that it is recommended to
implement the minimum cell rates for the ACR (1 cell/s) as well as for the RM-cells (to cells/s). Also it
should be possible for a switch to generate backward RM-cells.

It is recommended to reduce the value of AIR in case of WAN-environments, however it should be
studied ifAIR equal to PCR is possible in LAN-environments, thus creating the possibility of fast rate
increase in case of link silence.

It is recommended to study the performance and functionality when using several segmented networks
by several Virtual SourcesNirtual Destinations (VSND). The use of segmented networks seems very
promising, because of the narrow RTf and thus small queue-sizes.

The value of the utilisation factor, which determines the load of the backbone, remained constant at 0.95
during the simulations. Of interest is whether the backbone utilisation is inlluenced by
increasing/decreasing this value. Therefore more simulations have to be performed to research the
influence of this parameter. Above that, it is recommended to define a separate parameter for the
utilisation factor at the top level design.

It seems possible for the ER-switches to co-operate with the EFCI-switches. To test the interoperability
of ER and EFC1, an EFCI-switch should be built and the ER-switch should be expanded to the
possibility to react on an EFCI-bit. Several simulations should be performed to examine this issue.

Perhaps, it is interesting to research the possibility to introduce the ABR service concept in other
network principles, like the Public Data Network (PDN). Though, using ABR, it is possibly to increase
network performance by providing a Frame Relay alike service in the PDN network. Especially, the
backbone utilisation can be improved significantly.

Concerning policing the ABR-sources the following is reconunended A policing function should be
defined, which is capable of policing and correcting misbehaVing sources. A switch using the CCR, as
denoted in the passing RM-cell, could be manipulated by a source storing an incorrect high CCR in the
sending forward RM-cell.

The current BONeS-implementation could be used for further study:
• Policing of ABR-traffic.
• The co-existence of CBRNBR traffic with ABR.
• Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)/ Internet Protocol (IP) traffic transported by ABR.
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Appendix 1: Fields and positions in RM-cells

Table 31 shows the exact fields and their positions in RM-cells. followed by the description of the RM
cell fields.

Table 31: Fields in RM-cells

Field Subfield Octet Bit(s) Name
Header 1-5 all ATM Header
ID 6 all RM protocol Identifier
Messaae Type DIR 7 8 Direction

BN 7 7 BECN Cell
CI 7 6 Congestion Indication
NI 7 5 No Increase
RA 7 4 RequesVAcknowledae

ER 8-9 all EXPlicit Rate
CCR 10-11 all Current Cell Rate
MCR 12·13 all Minimum Cell Rate
QL 14-17 all Queue Length
SN 18·21 all Sequence Number
Reserved 22·51 all Reserved
Reserved 52 16-11 Refer to 1.371
CRC·10 52·53 10-1 Refer to 1.371

Header: The first five bytes of an RM-cell are the standard ATM header with PTI=bllO for a VCC
and additionally VCI=6 for a VPC. .
ID: The protocollD. The lTU has assigned this field to be set to 1 for ABR service.

Bit Aags:
DIR: Forward=O and Backward=l. the DIR field indicates the direction of the RM-cell with respect
to the data flow which it is associated with. The source sets DIR=O and the destination sets DIR=l.
A network element shall not modify the direction bit except when turning around an RM-cell.
BN: A Backward Explicit Congestion Notification (BECN) RM-cell may be generated by the
network. When it does. it (the RM-cell) must set BN=1 to indicate the cell is switch generated. and
DIR=l to indicate the backward flow. Source generated RM-cells should have BN=O.
CI: The Congestion Indication (CI=l) is used to cause the source to decrease its ACR. The source
sets CI=O when it sends an RM-cell. Setting CI=l is typically how destinations indicate that EFCI
has been received on a previous data cell. A switch shall not change the CI bit from 1 to O.
NI: The No Increase bit is used to prevent the source from increasing its ACR. In contrast to CI=l,
NI=l does not require any decrease. It is typically used when a switch senses impending congestion.
A switch shall not change NI from 1 to O.
RA: Not used for ATM Forum ABR. A SESNS or a switch that generates an RM-cell shall either
set this field to zero. or set it in accordance with 1.371. A DESND shall either set this field to zero,
preserve this field, or set it in accordance with 1.371. A switch shall either preserve this field or set it
in accordance with 1.371.

ER: The Explicit Rate is used to limit the source ACR to a specific value. It is initially set by the
source to a requested value (such as PCR). It may be subsequently reduced by any network element in
the path, to a value that the element can sustain. ER is formatted as a rate.
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CCR: The Current Cell Rate field is set by the source to its current ACR when it generates a forward
RM-cell. This field may be used to facilitate the calculation of ER, and may not be changed by network
elements. CCR is formatted as a rate.
MCR: the Minimum Cell Rate field is set by the SQQfce to the negotiated value for the connection. 1his
field may be used by switches to facilitate bandwidth allocation. MCR is formatted as a rate.
QL: Not used for ATM Forum ABR. A SESNS or a switch that generates an RM-cell shall either set
this field to zero, or set it in accordance with 1.371. A DESND shall either set this field to zero,
preserve this field, or set it in accordance with 1.371. A switch shall either preserve this field or set it in
accordance with 1.371.
SN: Not used for ATM Forum ABR. A SESNS or a switch that generates an RM-cell shall either set
this field to zero, or set it in accordance with 1.371. A DESND shall either set this field to zero,
preserve this field, or set it in accordance with 1.371. A switch shall either preserve this field or set it in
accordance with 1.371.
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Appendix 2: Complexity of mechanisms

This appendix is added to explain globally the complexity in the switches for the Credit Based and Rate
Based mechanism. The Enhanced Credit Based is a combination of both and does not deserve particular
attention. The information is derived from [AF593].

upstream switch 'normal' cell Flow downstream switch

- ... - - - - /- --
ICP IX :a-CP ICP

X
OCP

OCP ~CP- OCP 'ICP
-~ - - - - - - -

Credit Update Flow

OCP: Output Cell Processor
ICP: Input Cell Processor

Figure 45: Credit Cell Flow

The Figure 45 shows the functionality of the Credit Based approach. 1llis mechanism can be explained
as follows:
It is assumed that the majority of the bufferspace is kept in the OCP, and the ICP is only required to
transport the special credit messages back upstream. The extra mechanism for traffic management is to
be centralised in the OCP, where the buffer pool is located. It is also assumed that the ICP is left
unchanged. It should also be noted that the OCP buffer pool is shared among many upstream sources.

Per-VC Credit Balance I
rlPer-VC Entry count I
HPer-VC Exit count I~Per-VC Rcv count I OCP Buffer Cell

. pool Scheduler .' ~ToLink. ..'
From switch ..... . Per-port count I

..•......
.. ..•...•.........•.••..

~--------,

Credit
Manager

~ Credit Cells to ICP

Figure 46: FCVC OCP

Figure 46 shows the possible diagram of the structure of the OCP.
The basis FCVC function requires two per-VC sequence number counters associated with a buffer pool
participating in the credit plan, one to count cells received from an upstream buffer, and the other to
count cells transmitted downstream. To prevent propagation of sequence number changes when a lost
cell is detected through the credit check protocol, an extra per-VC counter at the output is required.
Concerning the counters the following steps are taken:
• A received cell is queued on its per-VCI queue and the per-VC Receive count is incremented.
• If the cell is a credit update cell, ad the credits to the credit balance.
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• Every transmitted cell results in a decrement of the per-VC credit balance. The per-VC Elllry and
per-VC Exit Counters are incremented.

Every time a buffer is freed, there is a potential to send a credit message back upstream. Incrementing
or decrementing a counter requires one read ~Q one write. Concluded is that the amount of references
per cell is 36.5.

In contrast, the Rate Based scheme does have a much simpler job to participate in traffic management
No per-VC queues or state variables are needed, leading to a design requiring many fewer external
references. Actually, the switch only has two jobs: ceUs must be kept in a queue per output port, and the
switch must determine congestion using some technique. This results in two references per cell time.

When the average throughput is measured, then it is concluded that the Credit Based needs 12.8 million
references per second, which is the amount of read and writes of a counter, and the Rate Based only
needs 750.000 references per second.

It is stressed that for both schemes several important assumptions have been made, which directly
influence above mentioned amount of references per queue. However made clear is that the difference in
complexity is substantial.
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Appendix 3: Generic Fairness

This appendix describes a network-topology, which is interesting to simulate too, because a situation
can be created in which every switch will accommodate the same amount of congestion. This in
contradiction to the Parking Lot configuration, which initiates a large congestion in switch 3 and the
other switches remain quite empty.

Network topology:

D F AlC E

A #1 #2 #3 #481 82 83 84 85
B

D B/F C E

In this network a link is defined from source to destination. In this way link A is connected to switch 51
and is routed via switches 52, 53, and 54 to its destination.

VC connectivity:
3 YCs for link A
3 YCs for link B
3 YCs for link C
6 YCs for link D
6 YCs for link E
2 YCs for link F

Motivation:
TIlis model is employed, because
• this configuration can easily be used to test the fairness of bandwidth allocation for the situation

with multiple cascaded links in congestion. In particular, a congested link 'transporting' a YC,
which is already experiencing bottlenecks upstream and downstream from the link. .

• There are six groups of VCs, A through F. The A and the B VCs experience three links in
congestion. The remaining VCs are employed to insure that each switch and link is experiencing full
utilisation and congestion.

With this configuration it is interesting to study the ability to achieve fairness in the steady state and the
buffer utilisation needed to prevent cell loss as the network load increases.
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While switch is active do
If (computing-interval is elapsed) then
begin

If (heavy congestion) then
**compute SW.ER based on MCR+equal-share-weighted-fairness
Target Cell Rate T = Utilisation x Capacity link C

init: for all VC do SW.ER=O
as long as minimal one VC has SW.ER > CCR(i) do
*'*If switch ER is more than Current Cell Rate => this VC(i) is over-allocated, also
**compute again, with SW.ER set to Current Cell Rate for this VC

begin
sum_weight =0
for all VC do

if (SW.ER > CCR(i» or (already marked VC) then
**over-allocation=>mark VC and decrease switch ER to CCR

MancVC(i)
SW.ER:=CCR(i)

fora" VC do
if not(mark_VC(i» then

**if not marked VC than decrease Equal share with MCR
"compute the total weight too
EquaLShare=EquaLShare-MCR(i)
Sum_weight=Sum_weight+w(i)

If mark_VC(i) then
"if the VC was marked=> this VC is alreadyallocated to its
**CCR, also decrease Equal Share with this CCR-value
EquaLShare=EquaLShare-CCR(i)

for all not mark_VC(i) do
**only for the not marked VC, compute the new switch ER

. w(i) E MCR(')New Switch ER for a VC: SW.ER =-_. + 1
W

store SW.ER for all active VCs
else uno heavycongestion

if (light congestion) then
store VC.CI=1
store SW.ER=PCR

else **no congestion
store VC.CI=O
store SW.ER=PCR

end
else
begin

If forward_RM then
update CCR for this VC

If backward_RM then
begin
if (SW.ER<RM.ER in backward RM-cell) then

set CI=O
store SW.ER in backward RM-cell

else
don't change backward RM-cell

**if switch ER is more than the ER in backward RM-cell,
. **don't change, because THIS VC is already bottlenecked

**to a lower ER elsewhere
end

end **else
end **while
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Appendix 5: Manual Implementation

Implementation of the
ABR service using BONeS

Author: E.P.J.Hemmen
Date: 17-08-95
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1. Two Node Top Level

This section outlines the Top Level implementation of the Two Node network, as is visible in
the figure below. In this network several components can be distinguished. Such as:
Source1 b_dyn, link, sWitch_dyn, destination, and demultiplexer.
These components will be described in the same order.
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Figure 1: Top level TI.uo Node configuration

The used parameters at this top level are explained in 7.2.1. Two Node. This report only
describes the functionality of the several modules.

1.1. Source1b_dyn

This section shows the Top Level implementation of the source. Refer to Figure 2. Every
single module will be described in a sub-section, thus explaining the total source
implementation.

fP .,
fPHt

fP 0'
fPllZ

fP ICo ... PCo ... 01W

tp nco fP 010

[!]S."d-I1•••u,..••• ,

tp .....""'..ettt Int.,."",.

Figure 2: Dynamic source module

The Source on/off, as described in 1.1.1. On·off generator, actually represents the data
provided by a higher layer protocol and generates triggers on an onloff basis. Another
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trigger generator is the in section 1.1.2. Step-generator described generator, which
generates a stepfunction-like amount of triggers.
The NcoCcells-pool keeps track of the number of cells to be transmitted by the source by
means of a simple up/down counter as presented in 1.1.3. Up/down counter. Every time a
cell is transmitted, the counter decreases by one. Every time a cell is received, the counter
is increased. In this way the value of the counter is the exact, current amount of cells to be
transmitted.
Receiving an enable means copying the value of the counter to the output-port. This value
is transported to the module Compare ACR-CCR_'b, as explained in 1.1.5. Compare CCR
andACR.
The module Compute ACR, as denoted in 1.1.4. Compute new ACR, receives the RM-cells,
reads the ER-value and the value of the CI, and adapts the ACR based on these values, in
accordance with the source specifications of the ATM-Forum.

Next, the module Compare CCR and ACR, compares the new computed ACR with the
source generated counter value, which represents the CCR. The CCR remains this value, if
the CCR is smaller than the ACA. The CCR becomes ACR if the ACR is smaller than CCR.
In this way the CCR is limited by the ACR, which is determined by the network-situation.
This module generates triggers, according to the newly determined CCA. The triggers do
generate ATM-cells as described in section 1.1.6. Generate ATM-cells. Once in the Nrm
cells an RM-cell is generated in the module, refer to 1.1.8. Generate RM-cells, and the
module as shown in 1.1.7. Compute Nr RM-Cells keeps track whether or not an RM-cell or a
data-cell has to be generated.

1.1.1. On-off generator

This module has not been generated by the author, but by Maurits de Graaf (PPR).

PHI

fl' H.
fl' 01

fl' 01

~".,.

[!]Sh.e-Mo I d TI ••I'"

Figure 3: On/offgenerator

1.1.2. Step-generator

This module is responsible for the generation of triggers. The triggers are generated in
accordance with the mathematical step-function.
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De,...,-)/PCR per cell

Cc*pute

Figure 4: Step generator

This means after the start interval has elapsed, this module starts generating triggers at
peR. This means every new trigger has to wait a time 1/PCR, which is done in the module
delay, as shown in Figure 5.

Internal:

This module provides for the delay 1/PCR. This value is stored in the local memory. When
an initial trigger enters this module, the whole module keeps running. The Abs. Delaywaits
for 1/PCR seconds and than activates the local memory again, which activates the Abs.
Delay again. This will be repeated till the end of the simulations. Thus, a stepfunction is
implemented.

Figure 5: Delay ofsource

1.1.3. Up/down counter

Figure 6 shows the already mentioned up/down counter. It keeps track of the number of
cells to be transmitted. Every time an enable is received, this counter-value is copied to the
output. This value serves as input to the next module.

Duo__

Figure 6: Up-down counter
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1.1.4. Compute new ACR

Internal Report

On the reception of every backward AM-cell, an adaptation of the ACR needs to be
accomplished. Figure 7 shows how this is achieved.
The module reads the CI-field. If CI=O, a stepwise decrease is accomplished.
If CI=1, a stepwise increase is accomplished. Also, the ER-field of the incoming AM-cell is
checked. In case of a low EA, the ACA has to decreased to that value, in accordance with
the specifications of the ATM Forum. In case of a high EA, no rate-adaptation has to be
fulfilled.
After this in- or decrease, the new ACA is compared with the PCA and the MCA.
Finally, the new ACA is stored in a local memory, so that it is available when needed.

'" ROr
'" Hr.
'" ftlR

[[jftCR

fI' ICR

., ""

~
.......

R••• '---------l>hR£IlIlIL .....

Figure 7: Compute new ACR

As is obviously, an internal module is used, called MIN(ER,ACR), which checks if the ACA
remains above the MCR.

Internal:

Figure 8 shows this internal. For every possible input, the ACR is checked with the MCR.

EO
..,

o. •

Figure 8: Compare ACR with MeR

1.1.5. Compare CCR and ACR

Next, the new computed ACA has to be compared with its eCA. This means that the ACA
is the upperbound on the sending rate of the source. This is checked periodically, by means
of the parameter Measurement Interval. The outcome of the comparison between ACR and
eCA will be the new sending rate. As long as the CCR remains under its ACR, the source
keeps sending with its CCA.
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This module generates also triggers with the new sending rate, using the delay-module as
demonstrated in Figure 5 and explained in 1.1.2. Step-generator.

To account for a valid comparison, the counter value, which is the outcome from the module
Up/Down Counter, needs to be converted to a real bitrate, like the ACR is. This is done at
the input using the Convert to cells/sec module, which is visible in Figure 10.

C~p.~. CCR-ACR

.... COl'lyert
to cel'.'••c

l' n•••vr•••nt tnt.'-Y'III

Figure 9: Compare ACR with CCR

Internal:

The counter value is converted to a bitrate in cells per second, using the computation:
CCR =(Number in) / MI.

Where MI =Measurement Interval.

fP III

..... ""
........~conv.rl ~

10 cells/sec

Figure 10: Conversion-module

1.1.6. Generate ATM-cells

Figure 11 shows the module, which is responsible for the generation of the ATM-cells. The
relevant fields are filled: Time Created, Sequence Number, and VC-number.

... uel

Figure 11: Generate ATM-cells
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1.1.7. Compute Nr RM-Cells

111tema1Report

This section shows a counter and comparator, which keeps track of the number of ATM
cells send. Also, this module takes care of the requirement to send an RM-cell ahead of the
flow of data. Thus, every transmission of data is started with an RM-cell. Next every Nrm-1
data-cells send, an AM-cell is inserted, which is accomplished by Figure 13.

Figure 12: Compute Number RM-cells send

1.1.8. Generate RM-cells

This module, as shown in Figure 13, generates AM-cells. Several particular fields are filled:
PTJ=6, MCR, CCR, and its PCR.

Figure 13: Generate RM-eells

1.2. Link

This is the implementation of the link using the propagation delay of fibre, which is 5.0
J15Ikm. As is visible, the link is bi-directional.

.
I>

--<I

fpLongt • ...
l>

..
<I

110

Figure 14: Link module
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1.3. Switch_dyn

As is visible in Figure 1: Top level Two Node configuration a switch is used. This switch has
to perform several tasks:
• Multiplex several incoming links to one link.
• Send those cells according to the outgoing Iinkspeed.
• Buffer the cells in a queue and determine when congestion occurs.
• When congestion occurs, ER needs to be computed and stored in the backward RM

cells, or CI=O or CI=1 needs to be stored in the backward RM-cells.

Those tasks will be clarified in the following sections. Figure 15 shows the top level of the
total switch. As is obviously, four links are multiplexed to one link in the forward direction,
and one link is demultiplexed to four links in the backward direction.

RI\-d n

f'P T hold hlOh

fPT ~ld 1_

Figure 15: Switch_dyn top level

1.3.1. Merge-4

This section shows the merge four to one operation. This is quite easy, as is obviously from
Figure 16.

........

~
• -----, .....g.

crottS ""'0_
ErIc:ut.. "eC"'o.

Figure 16: Merge four to one

1.3.2. ABRlCBR?

........
l>

When simulations are performed using CBRNBR traffic as well as ABR traffic it is needed
to divide the different traffic-classes directly at the entry of the switch. This can be done
using the module from Figure 17. The cells from VC1, 2, 3, and 4 are the VCs using ABA.
All other VC-numbers are predestined for CBR and VBA traffic or ev.entually for more ABR
connections.
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Figure 1 7: CBR or ABR traffic

1.3.3. Read Nr. VC

Illternal RqlOrt

To determine the amount of active VCs it is necessary to count the number of active VCs.
This is done by checking the VCI-field in an ATM-cell. When for example, only VC1 and
VC2 are active, then this module will assign to the memory-parameter Shared Memory the
value two, thus indicating to the computation part of the switch, that the available bandwidth
has to be divided by two in case of congestion. Figure 18 shows this 'determine number of
active VCs' module.

Ifll'

'"""F~:5::==~A~"II!':J---f'.'It--' fill ...

Figure 18: Read number of VCs

As is obviously, this module uses one internal module, named 'Count Number VCs·. This
module is explained below.

Internals:

Figure 19 counts the number of active VCs. The value of the counter, which counts the
amount of active VCs, only needs to be increased in case of a new extra active VC.
Besides that, an active VC only needs to be counted once, thus a module which detects
only once an active VC. is needed. This module is shown in Figure 20: True one time?

- ,
~:~~:,.~
3 · ..... .IJ ....

Ia '" l SNltotl~ · .....
1 tt ..

~C~Uf'lf'"

aa., ..._

..-u_" ·~v
.....,- .I..
1.1..

L...:: ....
1 'I ••

Figure 19: Count Number ofactive VCs

If a VC is detected to be active by means of the module true one time. than the counter,
which is coupled to the memory-parameter Shared-Memory, increases by one.
Thus an active VC results only once in an increase of the counter and thus of the Shared
Memory.
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Figure 20: True one time?

1.3.4. ABR queue

Figure 21 shows the implementation of the ABR queue. By placing a probe on the module
"Read Active Queue Stats" it is possible to acquire the queue-filling, mean queue
occupancy. etceteras. This has been done for the simulations to acquire the queue
statistics as demonstrated in 8.2. Simulation Results.

'leo•• dl.pl .... on the pert to the le't #or con'lnous
.t,t lat lei dUr"lng j"t.r-eell"'. sIMolI.tlon.

Figure 21: ABR queue

1.3.5. Trigger ABR queue

This module as shown in Figure 22, is used to trigger the queue to release an ATM-cell.
This is done at the Link Cell Rate (is equal to PCR), which means the speed of the
backbone link.

Clelev·1;,PCR par oell

Dele'll-Ioop "I~

Ca.put.
... 1PCR

(!Joel..., ".•••u.

IPn•••u,.•••IlI.lntervel
.---- -----1

&.....r.t. friggers

Figure 22: Trigger queue

The Delay-loop is used to delay the generation of every trigger with the exact delay
between every transmitted cell. This thus means a delay of 1/lCR, which equals 1/PCR,
between every cell.
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1.3.6. Demultiplexer

Internal Repart

This and the following sections describe the actions performed on the backward flow of AM
cells.
Starting with the demultiplexer, which demultiplexes the dataflow from one flow to four
flows, based on the VCI-number. This is demonstrated in Figure 23.

Figure 23: Demultiplexer

1.3.7. Update RM-dynamic

This section provides for the computation of the new Explicit Aate in case of heavy
congestion, meaning the queue is filled more than the value of Threshold High (Thigh). It
also provides for setting the CI=1 in case of congestion, meaning the queue is filled with
more than Threshold Low (Tlow) and less than THigh. It also provides for setting the CI=1 in
case of no congestion, meaning the queue is filled less than Tlow.
The described computations are performed in the lower layer module CI or SW.ER. The
actual update of the RM-cells is performed in this module.
The update is only performed if SW.ER < AM.EA (ER value as denoted by the passing
backward AM-cell). This is shown in Figure 24.

u~~~==~ h Ord.r

Figure 24: Update RM-eell in backward direction

Internals:

In lIoau. " ..ory

tn S".,..d neaorv
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fP Thr••hold 10M

fP PCR

The module CI or SW.ER is an internal module, which is demonstrated in Figure 25. This
module checks periodically (every Switch Computing Interva~ the value of the queue filling,
by means of the module 'Get Queue Length". This module outputs this value in cells. When
this value is larger than Thigh, heavy congestion is experienced and the new Switch Explicit
Aate (ER) is computed by means of the module Figure 26: Compute New Rate (NR).
When the queue-filling is less than the Thigh-value, but more than the Tlow-value,
congestion is experienced and CI=Q and ER=O.95 x PCR. (no rate-decrease) are the output
values.
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In case of no-congestion, CI=1 and ER= 0.95 x PCR are the output-values to the higher
layer.

[[)s..IIOh-TI • .,..

fP Swltelh Cc.put11l9 ht.,.",.1

_If

Figure 25: Computation of Switch ER or CI

Figure 26 shows the computation of the New ER in case of heavy congestion. As is
obviously, this rate is computed by taking the available bandwidth (0.95 x PCR (=LCR)) and
dividing this by the number of active VCs, which is determined in 1.3.3. Read Nr. \I, by
means of the parameter Shared Memory.

IF .. _0",,.0••-) divide 1.16..-CR by ..
(I , aoure••-. dl",tde e.l'S_pCtt b\l S

., 2 .ouro••• ) dluld. 1.16.peR bV It

If" 1 .OU"O.- ••0000roe 1 ge'a e.".peR

Figure 26: Compute New Rate (NR)

1.4. Destination

The destination is relatively easy to understand. The main task for the destination is to
observe the EFCI·fields in a forward AM-cell and to tum-around the RM-cells and update
their fields if necessary.

In the Figure 28: Store EFCI the datafields are checked as explained below. After this
check, the data-cells are thrown away in a so-called sink-module. Normally, these data-cells
are transported to a higher layer protocol.
In case of reception of an AM-cell, a CI-table is consulted and the eventual new CI-value is
stored in the RM-cell, which is turned back by means of changing the direction from forward
to backward.
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PTI

Add CI .. d Dill 10 11M

Figure 27: destination

1.4.1. Store EFCI in table

This module provides for the reading of the EFCI-fields of every new incoming data-cell.
The value of this EFCI-field (which can be 0 or 1), is stored in the so-called CI-Table,
corresponding with its VCI-value. The module EFCI=one? detects at a lower layer, the
EFCI-value, as is explained in 1.4.2. Read EFCI-field of data-cells.

aIy
Y~1Im:'1~_...I-I>l;:, CI..L- r In ".~T

tn CI-T_bl.
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Figure 28: Store EFCI

... w
I

1.4.2. Read EFCI-field of data-cells

Figure 29 shows the module, which reads the EFCI-fields. As is visible the PTI=O and the
PTI=2 values are checked and the corresponding outputs EFCI=O and EFCI=1 are made
active.

Figure 29: Check EFCI-field
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1.5. Demultiplexer top level

This section shows the top level multiplexer, which multiplexes the backward flow of RM
cells to the backbone link and demultiplexes the forward travelling flow of ATM-cells to the
four different destinations. Refer to Figure 1: Top level Two Node configuration for the exact
overview. Figure 30 shows this module.
It uses two internal modules, the demultiplexer as described in 1.3.6. Demultiplexerand the
merge-4 module from 1.3.1. Merge-4.

One could suggest to use a switch instead of a demultiplexer. This is not done, because it is
assumed that the capacity of each of the End Stations (ES)-links (from switch to
destination) is equal or less to the backbone capacity (link switch-demultiplexer). Thus, no
congestion avoidance is necessary, simply because congestion will not occur in this node.
It is stressed that, when the capacity of the ES-Iinks is decreased, this demultiplexer has to
be changed with a switch, which is capable of manipulating the bitrates at the links, by
means of generating congestion indications to the source.

Figure 30: Demultiplexer (1->4) top level
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2. Parking Lot top level

Figure 31 shows the top level configuration, which uses about the same modules as the
Two Node configuration does. The main difference is, that this configuration uses three
different switches, because not all switches are connected to the same VCs, like the Two
Node switch. This means that the backward flow of RM-cells need some modification. It has
to account for the VC numbers too, and route the cells to the valid source back.
Above that, this configuration uses more backbone links, which are however connected to
the same top level parameter BB-Iength.
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Figure 31: Parking Lot top level

The visible parameters in Figure 31 are already explained in 7.2. Implemented Parameters.
The next section will show the modules, which are not discussed in former sections.

2.1. Switch 1

As can be concluded from Figure 31, the switch 1 is used to multiplex the dataflow from
VC1 and VC2, and has to demultiplex the flow of RM-cells from VC1 and VC2.
To merge only two VCs the Merge_4 module can be used again. To demultiplex however,
some slight modifications are needed, which are visible in the next section
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2. 1. 1. Demultiplex_2.

Internal Report

IPn....... Qweu. II ••

-
Figure 32: Switch 1 in Parking Lot network
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2.1.1. Demultiplex_2

This section shows the demultiplex of the flow of RM-cells to two different flows of RM-cells,
one to source 1 and one flow to source 2. This is checked by means of the VCI-number.

Figure 33: Demultiplex VCl and VC2

2.2. New Update RM-cells

The only difference with the in section 1.3.7. Update RM-dynamic described functionality, is
that that module does not account for the value of CI. In other words, if another switch
already has determined that a particular source has to reduce rate by means of CI=1, this
switch could overwrite that by setting CI=O.
Figure 34 shows the modified Update RM-dynamic. This module only inserts CI=O, if the
incoming RM-cell is not already bottlenecked elsewhere by means of CI=1. Thus, if an
incoming RM-cell has CI=O and the switch is congested, this CI=O is replaced by CI=1. If an
incoming RM-cell has CI=1 and the switch is not congested, this CI=1 remains the same.
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Figure 34: New update RM-eells

2.3. Switch 2

As can be concluded from Figure 31, switch 2 is used to multiplex the dataflow from VC1
VC2, and VC3, and has to demultiplex the flow of RM-cells from VC1, VC2 and VC3.
To merge three VCs the Merge_4 module can be used again. To demultiplex however,
some slight modifications are needed, which are visible in the next section 2.3. 1.
Demultiplexer 3.
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Figure 35: Switch 2

2.3.1. Demultiplexer 3
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As is obviously, the cells belonging to VC1 and VC2 are transmitted to the next switch
(switch 1). The other output-flow, which belongs to VC3 is send the corresponding source 3,
as is obviously in Figure 31: Parking Lot top level.

........

Figure 36: Demultiplexer 3

2.4. Switch 3

Finally, switch 3 is presented in Figure 37: Switch 3. This switch also uses an unique
demultiplexer.
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tp n•••"""•••• t In t eNe'

Figure 37: Switch 3

2.4.1. Demultiplexer 4

Figure 38 shows the demultiplexer 4, which separates the flow of RM-cells belonging to
VC1, VC2 and VC3 from the flow belonging to VC4.
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"" ....

Figure 38: Demultiplex 4
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